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On
Friday morning, July 26, the Board of the School of General Studies will

consider the implementation of the student demands on education.

Assert YOUR right:

1. To education not indoctrination
2. To participate in an effective way in the control of your education
3. To reject participation which is purely gratis — where your voice can be heard,

but the decision to listen lies with others. An effective voice is achieved only
with the achievement of equal power

4. To choose forms of assessment which are consistent with the course you are

doing
— not which are imposed uniformly on all courses

— and which are
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5. To have courses which fit your desires, interests and needs.

6. To have classes which are small enough for effective participation and
communication.

7. To make decisions which affect your life, not to
always have them made

for you.
8. To have courses which do not serve to produce ideas and programmes which

stagnate and maintain a crumbling system, but which have some relationship
to

meaningful social change — e.g. Women's Studies.

The Board will not make a decision to implement the demands in the way
outlined in the 10/10 Committee report, but will delay (perhaps for all. time)
such a decision unless students act to implement the demands.

A meeting will be held at the UNION at 1pm, on THURSDAY JULY 25,
which it is hoped will initiate effective action to support the demands, prevent

delay and achieve implementation.
AN OCCUPATION OF THE CHANCELRY, THE SEAT OF POWER AND

THE SYMBOL OF OUR ALIENATION, SEEMS A LOGICAL CHOICE.

JOIN THE OCCUPATION

On 26 April the Board of the School

of General Studies adopted as 'desirable

objectives' with minor ammendments

student proposals for

1. Staff-student control on an equal
basis of representation in the deter

mining of course content
2. Student choice of the means of

assessment

3. An end to overcrowded classes by
the repetition of lectures or tutorials,
not be the introduction of quotas

4. Establishment of a Women's Studies

course/the content of which to be

decided on by the women of the

university.

Since first term students, by a

process of negotiation, have achieved

numerous changes which are consistent

with the four proposals. However, in

some cases the changes have not been

satisfactory. Students asking for an

alternative to a formal three hour exam

ination have been offered a 10,000 word

assignment. In this situation there is

little students can now do. However;
under the proposed mechanism if would

J

be possible for a departmental committee

with equal staff/student voting rights
to decide whether these are reasonable

alternatives.

In those units where the rights of

students to effectively participate in .

decisions of course content and assess

ment are denied these proposals are a

realistic way in which their voice can

be effectively
heard. .

It is in the interests of all students

to see these proposals implemented with

out delay. The threats to immediate

implementation are obvious.

(a) The Board could itself reject the

10/10 committee report or could amend

it in such a way as to cause the proposals

to be meaningless. There is already one

proposed amendment which would make

the proposal for equal staff/student

voting on decisions of course content

meaningless by making a 2/3 majority

necessary for changes to take place. We

are currently the initiators of change
and such a proposal would mean that

student initiatives could be readily

crushed.

(b) Much simpler and more likely is

that although the Board is committed

'to discuss the implementation of the

four proposals.. .at its July 1974

meeting' it- will postpone any decision

at that meeting and refer the question
to the Faculties for discussion. Since

the Faculties in essence are staff bodies,

their very existence and their power

being indirect contradiction to the pro

posals, the referral of these proposals

to them is allowing staff to be judge
and jury in their own case. It is already

on notice that at least one Faculty does

not accept the desirable objectives let

alone concrete proposals for imple
mentation. Referral to Faculty will

almost certainly produce a contradictory

mass of resolutions ranging from

particular amendments to complete

rejection of the principles. It will give

the Board a marvellous opportunity to

later reject the proposals outright.

A SIMPLE REFERRAL TO FACULTIES

WOULD BE TO TAKE US BACKWARDS

FROM THE POSITION WE ACHIEVED

IN FIRST TERM.

The Board must on Friday Jiuly 26

either consider the implementeltion of

the proposals then and there or' (as the

student' Association said) at the

minimum:

'Agree that in the light of t!he report

of the 10/10 Committee the! proposals

the Board accepted as desiralble

objectives should be implerrvented

fully from the beginning of ll 975

and that any delay or referral to

Faculties should as far as th$ Board

is concerned only deal with questions

of the details of implementation in

the 10/10 Committee report.'

Attend the Education Meeting 1pm

Thursday (Union) and support an occup

ation to ensure that the Board adopts

the procedure.
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Since first term the staff/student com

mittee set up to recommend a concrete

plan for implementation has. met ten times

and after compromise by both sides

agreed to a program for immediate im

plementation. This plan for implemen
tation is the absolute minimum students

should accept. Even as it stands the

plan does not fully meet the original
proposals. The Students' Association

substantially agreed to the recommendat

ions. The substance of the committee

recommendations are:

1. Staff student participation on an

equal basis of representation in determining
course content.

(a) . Unit level: The committee re

commends certain guarantees that students

should be consulted and properly informed

at the beginning of a course. If staff

and students cannot reach agreement
about course content then the matter is

referred. 'for a decision to a staff-student

committee on which staff and students

have equal voting rights. Such referral

cannot occur after.a certain time without

staff and student agreement.

(b) Department level: The University

plans to give powers to the Departments

by setting up Departmental Committees

to recommend to the Head of Department

or direct to Faculty on course content,

assessment and other matters. Students

and many staff felt this was a logical

place
for ensuring staff students participat

ion' on an equal basis in determining

course content. However, staff feared

equal voting rights on this committee

for all matters, and instead proposed
that where a student or staff representative

on the departmental committee or a

1/5 of a unit required it the departmental
committee should become a body where

staff and students have equal voting

rights.
This will cover student suggestions

for course changes in future years, new

courses and changes, usually of emphasis,

at the beginning of a course.

(c) Faculty level: Most decisions on

course content and assessment are formally

made at the Faculty although the Faculty

rarely goes against the decision of a

department and where the' Faculty does

disagree it refers it back for reconsideration'.

However, student feared that with an

equal staff-student decision at the

departmental level Faculty, which is

over-whelmingiy dominated by staff

voting strength, might change its practice.

Students pressed for the Faculty Educat

ion Committee where staff and students

are equal to take the powers of the

Faculty in these matters but lost this

on the committee. However, all such

matters are to be referred to FEC's,

and their recommendations will be

'noted' by Faculty.

2. Student choice of the means of

assessment.

It was agreed that the same process for

decision making as for course content

be adopted (i.e. discussion within each

unit and the referral of disputes to an

equal staff/student committee). In

addition, there will be individual choice

within a range which is consistent with

course objectives. Unless 90% of the

students in a unit and the member of

staff agrees, no form of assessment will

be compulsory until it is approved by
the Department Committee on which

staff and students have equal voting

strength. The committee recommends

that a reduction of the number of

grading levels be considered.

3. An end to overcrowded classes by

the repetition of lectures and tutorials

not by the introduction of quotas.
The committee recommends that some -

action should be taken against Depart
ments which do not give first year units

their correct entitlement of staff, (i.e.

milking 1st year staff entitlements to

give preferential treatment to later year

units). Further, if students feel that

their class is 'overcrowded, then this can .

be considered by an equal staff-student

committee.

4. Establishment of a women's studies

course to be decided by the women of

the university.
The Committee commended the pro-

'

posa'l course outline (drawn up by the

Women's Studies Committee) of the

women's studies course for the consider

ation of the Faculty of Arts.

Any system in which learning and teachin

are divorced is no more than indoctrin

ation. Without this demand the current

situation where students construct ideas,
j

essays and exams, the frame of reference
.

and results of which are determined for

them, can never be overthrown. Staff
J

often see their role as providing the -

goods for disciplined consumption and ?

reproduction by a vast army of students.
'

The difference between students and
^

factory workers is this sense lies in
J

their more flexible hours and their task

of reproducing the ideology and manage

ment of our society. In this sense it is

imperative that students have more say
in what their labour here will produce.
As the essential component of the

university students can no longer accept
a say in this matter which is occasionally
and benevolently bestowed upon them.

Their participation must be effective

and this means at the minimum equal

power.

Participation is in itself education.

The division of functions so that one

person determines the problem and the

rest act upon it is not only antithetical

to a reasonable society and politically

obnoxcious but, because of its inefficiency'
'i

and falsity, is also anti-educational. The

determination of the problem is in itself

a\determination of' the solution. Also

by this division certain areas of know

ledge are suppressed from courses, even

if not consciously. It is essential, therefore,

that students have a role in changing
courses and in the determination of new

ones.

This proposal may often in practice

simply mean students can choose the

emphasis in units in a way that more

accurately reflects their needs and

knowledge. However, the argument that

their role should be limited since they
are ill equipped to decide what they will

study is a circular one.

Such an approach reinforces the

alienation in our society, where individuals

are prevented from taking action through
a constant reinforcement of their own

inadequacies. Knowledge and action are

not divorced and it is only by the exper

ience of participation that students will

become better equipped to exercise it.

Students in the current situation have

gj
been socialised to accept their passive

role and they are, therefore, all too

willing to listen to and accept staff

udgments in these matters,

rhe 10/10 committee recommended that,

within certain limits, the student should

?e able to structure his assessment pro

jram to his own individual needs and

abilities. Specifically, it will be difficult

For any one form of assessment to be

made compulsory unless this is approved

by a department committee where staff

and students have equal voting rights.

This means that, hopefully, students

will not simply be presented with either

a staff decided range of assessment pro

cedures, all of which are compulsory

(which is the most common current

procedure), nor will they .be presented

with a staff determined range of proced

ures, and forced to choose between

them.

The arguments that will most frequently

be directed against these proposals are:

(1 ) Staff must determine assessment

in conformity with professional require

ments.

(2) that individual choice of assess

ment, will deny an equitable base for

comparison between students.

(3) That students will take the

bearest option. (1) the degrees of B.A.,

B.Sc.; B.Ec., B.A.[A.S.] B.Arts/Law

are no longer specific qualifications for

specific jobs, either in the public service

nor, in most cases, in industry. Yet

despite this observable trend, students

are forced more and more .to see their

courses in terms of the assessment required

of them, and the results they get; creating

a one-directional input-output process

rather than a participatory learning process.

In many cases, this denies the overall

competence and decision making ability

that will be required
in later employment.

For students to have an individual

choice of assessment, is not to prevent

staff and students from considering

professional and other requirements

when choosing their assessment, and the

course emphasis that this invariably

involves. Within this framework, students

are capable of tailoring their courses

to the varying individual and social needs

which so clearly exist. To claim that

courses, assessment, social and student

requirements are, and must be, uniform,

is to deny social reality.

reviews

& news

Nothing Unsayable Said Right. Garrie Hutchinson. Sun Books.

In assembling his Collected Shorter Poems, W.H. Auden wrote that he excluded

those of his.poems that he had come to consider 'dishonest', 'bad mannered' or

'boring', three determinants that I find useful when sorting the murky humbug
?of much modern poerty. .

v

Naturally I am only competent to suspect rather than detect dishonesty in

Garrie Hutchinson's book, Nothing Unsayable Said Right, Perhaps it is the

unhelpful blurbage on the dust-jacket that describes the poems as an attempt
'to place a particular set of experiences within a personal set of rhythms and words',

that arouses my suspicion; or perhaps the posturing biographical notes (I. ..his

political and social education advanced steadily leftwards. After atoken attempt

to enter the University's realms of respectability. ...he now claims to have resigned
from the counter culture

... and 'sits at home and types' '}. Then again, perhaps
it is the concrete poems of the SEX section of the book, whose shallow gimmickry
Drings to mina tne most incompetent ot advertising, or the very murKiness ot

many of the poems, for example, a poem called 'historical ball-games' from the

sequence 'Memoirs of a Pool-Haunting Man.''

infant nationalist matches

lighting ancient de valeras

burning them around Scotland

to the damp fuse in the potato patch.

The question of course is, would the lines be redeemed by footnotes. Certainly

lucidity is out of fashion in poetry at present, but I nevertheless find it a useful

gurantee of intentions. But then I also acknowledge that Mr Hutchinson is

finally the only one competent to judge the honesty of his own intentions.

Bad or good manners may be as obsolete as lucidity in poetry, but like the

latter it can be a safeguard, in this case against either the mawkish self indulgence
of a poem like 'sources';

business they said, and they meant it.

what do you guys want? my sky?

I haven't got one.

or the brash and simplistic polemics of 'aesthetics and the scientific method for

the ordinary pool-player';

-poor men dont frequent art galleries

poor men dont do PhD's

; wisely.
The more disturbing of the faults I found belongea to Auden's third category, the

tediousness of the book, disturbing because the poems bored me despite many of

the fashionable canons of 'competence' being demonstrated in them. There is

the slavishness to concision, a voice that modulates into frequent parched humour,

though never wit, the fragmentation of sense and the abundance of obscure

reference. Some; of the poems I found more pleasing, for example the first in the
. 'Memoirs of a Pool-Haunting Man', where despite the formal shapelessness of

the poem there is a deft and perceptive treatment of a particular kind of male/
male relationship. But such relief from murk and gimmickry I found rare.

Why spend so long declaiming such a book? I do so because it represents a

direction in Australian Poetry that is endorsed by many of the poetry establish

ment, and if as Thomas Shapcott predicts in his review of Nothing Unsayable
Said Right, that Garrie Hutchinson will be one of the important poetic voices

or the future, then on the strength of this book, that is a grim prophesy indeed.

A Dictionary of Australian Education. John MacLaren. Penguin.
It is unfortunate that education as both an industry and a technology is',

entrenching itself more rather than less deeply, into our thinking. We regard it

primarily as a necessary preparation for life rather than the inevitable process of
life. A Dictionary Of Australian Education makes no mention of the term

'deschooling' nor of the names of the three important educationalists who have
visited Australia in recent years, lllich, Jackson, and Freire. Perhaps justifiably
the compiler, John MacLaren, would claim that these were outside the scope of
his book, and in many other respects the dictionary is thoroughly up to date,
with entries under the Karmel Report and the recently established ACT Schools

Authority. Thus, though ignoring some of the important ideas in the modern

world of education, the dictionary is a useful prospectus to an industry and .

technolpgy for the industrialists, the technologists and the more inquisitive

consumers.

Alan Gould.

* * * * * * * * *.* * * * *

Woroni is the newspaper of the AN U Students' Association. Published by DSP
Andrew McCredie. Printed by Progress Press

Pty. Ltd. Fyshwick. This issue
'

edited by Shane Maloney with the assistance of Liz, Andrew, Jude, David and

Roxy. , -

Leading articles by Julius Roe, others by Bruce McFarlane, Anne Pickering

and Alan Gould.
? ? ? ? ?

-
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Bangladesh. Two and a half years ago ANU students were among the fasters

outside Parliament House, demanding that the McMahon government increase
its emergency aid to the new nation of Bangladesh from half a million dollars to

at least ten milliom. It is said by some politicians that public disenchantment
over the McMahon Government's unresponsiveness to these demands helped
lose it the 1972 election.

Bangladesh has almost disappeared from public consciousness since then.

Little appears about it in the press. What does is often not flattering:

Aid-giving is never unambiguous, and it is not always the donor's fault, as

James Skerba argued in the New York Times of October 8, 1972. Many diplo
mats and foreign relief workers, he claims were finding Bangladesh's appeals
for help a bit hollow 'even though they readily agree that Bangladesh has more

.problems and needs than any other nation in the world'. The main reason

they say is that many of the country's national and local leaders have shown
' more willingness to help themselves than to help their nation or their people.

Millions of dollars of food and relief supplies, Sterba alleges, could not be accounted

for 'Bangladesh appears to be adrift in labyrinthine confusion'. Disorganisation
was again stressed by Lewis Simons, in an article in The Australian on June 21,
1 973, titled From Liberation to Chaos.

Each time a visitor returns to Bangladesh he finds life has become a bit more

unbearable. Each time more people are hungry, prices are higher. Clothing is

now literally rotting off people's backs. He describes daily demonstrations in

Dacca against hunger, high costs and corruption, and growing cynicism.

'Planning for food imports, spare parts purcheses, industrial needs — is largely
neglected. Instead the Government bumps along from crisis to crisis, crying out

in panic wherever a new shortage or failure is discovered.'

Apart from stories of floods, and recent diplomatic negotiations with Pakistan,
more recent newspapers reports continue the theme of disorganisation

— the

problems of the jute industry, and the blackmarket export of rice to India which

will mean that despite bumper crops, Bangladesh will again have to import
wheat in 1974. But none of this is particularly surprising, given the problems that

face Bangladesh.
'The country would probably be impossible to govern and administer by

the best men even in normal times.', admitted James Sterba in the New York

Times report. 'Its land is overburdened by population. In normal times, people
are hungrey and malnourished. Natural disasters are commonplace, and argument
and confusion are almost Bengali art forms.'

One third of Bangladesh, on average, gets flooded every three years
— about

every eight years two thirds of it is flooded. Its population density
— 75 million

people in an area of 55,000 square miles — is the same as that of Canberra.

Average per capita income is the same as twenty years ago
— only : $30 to

$70 pa
?

Eighty per cent of the people are directly dependent on agriculture. They
live in 65,000 small villages averaging 1,000 inhabitants with 6 million small

farms of two and a half acres or less in size.

In early 1972, even the meagre assets — huts, bullocks, ploughs and tools —

of its villagers had been destroyed by civil war. So much for statistics.

It is all too easy to be discouraged by stories of corruption and inefficiency,
and assume that nothing can be done.

Indeed, on the score of population control, it is hard to see what can be done.

The current rate of increase is 3.3% per annum
—

a net increase of about 6,000

per day or 2% million per year. Yet given Moslem attitudes towards the family,
the picture seems unlikely to change much. A man is blessed in the number of

his sons. Their security for their old age is their children; as half their children

are likely to die before they reach adulthood, a man must have twice the

number of children necessary to support him in his old age.

Flooding, although at first sight inevitable, gives that most of Bangladesh is

on a natural floodplain, offers some possibilities for control, though this may
need to be undertaken at an international level.

Floods are not
purely an act of God — deforestation in the Nepalese

Himalayas, according to a recent issue of CERES, contributes significantly to

their extent. Forestry is an area in which. Australia has proven aid expertise.

World forestry aid to Nepal help decrease floods in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.
The main cause of flooding, according to Leo Kelly, in the July 1 973 issue of

Hungerscope (produced by Freedom from Hunger) is the silting of the Ganges
and Jumna rivers, which causes these rivers to overflow at the time of the

monsoon.

'If the rivers were scoured', he claims, 'and the silt used to fill up great holes

along the banks, the flooding could, be contained and. a large amount of extra

farming land could be provided. An even more dramatic solution to the flooding

would be for the rivers to be controlled back inside India and Assam.

This could provide Bangladesh with masses of hydroelectric power and water

for controlled irrigation and multiple cropping during the dry season.'

Only an agency of the size of the world bank, he claims, could undertake such

a project.
Food is one of the most obvious and basic problems facing Bangladesh.

Because of outdated agricultural techniques Bangladesh has never been able to

produce all its grain requirements. This means that her precious foreign exchange,

which could have been used to purchase agricultural inputs
— better seeds,

pesticides, fertilisers and tools — is used up in buying extra grain.

It is here that Australia's estimated $9 million worth of food aid in 1973-74

is meeting a real need.

Yet food aid is not a satisfactory long-term form of aid. It would be preferable
in the long-term to assist Bangladesh to increase her own food yields, perhaps

by helping her set up her own fertiliser plants. While Australia gave $1 million

worth of projected in 1973-74 little if any was for agricultural improvement.

Hopefully this gap in past programmes will be remedied by the new overseas

aid agency now being set up.

Protein, in particular, is in short supply.
The Government's food programme only
provides cereals — pulses, wheat and rice.

There are little
qr no beef cattle, pigs, or

since the war, poultry and fishing fails to

make up the deficit. In a small way

World University Service is doing something
here — part of the money we raise in

1973 and 1974 is committed to a poultry

improvement project at the University of

Myemsingh.
The ordinary citizen is lucky if he can

average a pound of rice per day plus

perhaps a ''*ie milk, a piece of fruit and

some sweet tea..

Developing a large scale livestock

industry is out in the short term because

the grain is needed to feed people. Before

any progress can be made in increasing

.the protein supply then, agricultural

production needs to be increased. The

key to this, according to Leo Kelly,

is the sort of anti-illiteracy campaign being

sponsored by ANU Development' Action.

'If the farmer can read and write and

add up correctly he can also absorb new

ideas on improved hygiene, nutrition and

family planning.'

Other programmes such as the provision

of deep level irrigation wells equipped
with electric pumps, the introduction of

high-'yielding grains the fortification of

grains with essential amiso acids, and

the introduction of double and triple

cropping of rice, green and yellow vege

tables and oilseeds will have to be under

taken by other agencies such as the FAO

This is another area in which Australia

might be especially qualified to offer

assistance.

Aid is no panacea, arid especially in a

situation as complex as Bangladesh.

Yet, in a more limited way, it can have

a useful impact. Bangladesh at the

moment, is asking for all the help it can

get.
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SUPPORT ZANU
The Europeans in Rhodesia have trea

ted Africans as slaves, as beasts of burden

and as nuisance children. They have

deliberately stifled all African say in their

own affairs, stripped them of their lands,

freedom and self-respect. What the Eur

opean says in the law courts, in business,

in Parliament and in the African tribal

trust areas is absolute. On the other hand

the Africans were never the peaceful
robots the Europeans want them to be.

They resist valiantly and often success

fully. and bv the creation of Daranoia in

the European the slave in some senses

are the masters; the conquered the con

querors. The Europeans are like the flies

stuck in the fly paper; they have won the

battles but lost the war.

The seeming contradiction between

European iron rule and African determin

ism stems partly from the fact that this

action or determination occurrs within

a restricted frame of reference. The frame

of reference of European and African

differ radically. It is the same sort of

difference as that which leads the Rho

desian government and many Australians

' to call the freedom fighters in Rhodesia

terrorists. Similarly, many regard the

distribution of pamphlets as a democratic

right while the Rhodesian government
calls the same act terrorism, punishable

by lengthy imprisonment.
Those _Africans asserting independence

for Zimbabwe by force are freedom fight

ers and terrorists at the same time. They

represent terror to those who for three

quarters of a century have meted out

murder, rape, robbery and terror to the

Africans and they are freedom fighters to

those so terrorized. That is not to say

that these two views are equally vqalid.

The vision as terrorists is so easily

turned on its head while the vision as

freedom fighters is based upon the

indisputable fact that the Europeans stole

the country by force. It is difficult to

disguise a war.

The different frames of reference

that lead us, from a sympathetic stand

point to see European iron rule and

African determinism are similarly unequal
This is seen by the different ways African

resistance is approached in these two visions

The approach which leads us to see Euro

pean iron rule sees colonization as a pro

cess of dispossession. The approach which

leads us to see African determinism sees

colonization as a process of conquest and

struggle.
The Africans are dispossessed; the

Europeans make the laws, the officials

and the other institutions in their own

model. They take the power to determine
'

the model away from the Africans in

asserting their rule. From the point of view

of. what I have called dispossession, colon

ization is therefore an institutional proce

ss, even if one does not ignore their

effects on minds, values and ways of life.

Within this frame of reference we can see

European iron rule and barbarism, but

never African determinism.

Colonialism is also conquest and

struggle;
the European steals the Africans'

'

lands and liberty by force. From the point

of view of conquest the Africans' power

is not removed. The model is simply not

determined for them, as it is from the

viewpoint of dispossession. Within the

context of this conquest view it is possible
to argue for an African-determined history
while still seeing the barbarism of colon

ialism, For the European, fear of the

African and his rebellious action deprives

the European of freedom of action even

within his own model.

Colonial governments send out admin

istrators, set up parliaments and make

repressive laws. In this sense they impose
a social order upon the Africans. If we

see these institutions, however, as the

central concern we can only see iron rule;

for in a structural sense the Africans

cannot
really determine anything.

The dispossession view, which sees

rule through the control of the institut

ional framework is a widespread method

of belittling the role of mass movements

in history, This approach generally limits

a study to the development over time of,

first a nation, second its institutions which

have concrete manifestations (eg parliame
nts and law courts) ,

third its greatmen
and fourth its less concrete institutions

(eg families).

The dispossession approach has thus

seen the history of Rhodesia in the foll

owing terms. In the 1890's Rhodes and

his men moved into that area of Africa

inhabited by the Shona and Ndebele tri

bes.

After some struggle, probably due to

inter-tribal animosity on control of the

land and they , through the British South

Africa Company were granted a charter

to rule the area appropriately
named

Rhodesia. Following the making of

Rhodesia into a substantially selfgovern

ing colony in 1923 the Rhodesian govern

ment gave, by legislation,
51% of the

land to the whites and 49% to the blacks.

Although the white parliament exercised

ultimate control to rule and steal black

areas, a substantial amount of adminis

tration was handed to government-paid
chiefs.

The basic features of Rhodesian histroy

|

from this point of view are how the

Europeans created a nation where there ,

was not one before; what laws they made,

what great men inspired it and those

Africans, like the chiefs, whom they drag

ged into their system.
African determined

history is clearly not possible within

this framework since the framework is

colonialism - it is European. We can look

at this framework from an African' point

of view and see barbarity and injustice,

but it remains a European framework and .

gives no clues as to real solutions.

Only during the period 1923 -1956

can the process of dispossession,
the

imposition
of the European institutional

framework, be said to be in any way

central. During this period African resis

tance was less than in other periods and

what resistance there was, was itself based

on the dispossession model. It was resis

tance to the imposition of the European

framework rather than resistance to the

conquest (resistance to the European).

This period 1923 to 1956 effectively

divides Rhodesian colonial history into

three; 1 893 - 1 923, the period
of con

quest, 1923 - 1956 the period of disposs

ession, 1956 - present the period
of

resistance. By making the struggle central

we change the picture painted in the West

U.D.I, becomes a much less significant

event.

The period of conquest is the war

between European and African over

power over the land. The Africans in most

ways lost this war. 1923 -1956 is the

period of dispossession; here the battle

ground is defined by the Europeans, and

the Africans must inevitably lose. The

period of resistance in the period in which

we can argue for an African-determined

history. We need not wait for victory.
Rhodesia was made by the British in

the 1890's. The African name, Zimbabwe,

is the name of olcj ruins which the white

settlers would not believe were made by
Africans. The pioneer tradition is a trad

ition of conquest. On the one hand, these

events are painted as glorious and heroic

victories for the white settlers, justice and

civilization, an example of the barbarity

tribalism and inferiority of the African,

On the other, it was the beginning
of an

African resistance which was to bring
fear and eventually, permanent instability
to the. white population.

History from this dispossession point

of view is the study of change in a form

not in the substance. There can be here a

clear division between past, present and

the future; the past being the subject of

history, the present the time in which it

is written and the future a logical devel

opment in the same framework. Thus

newly independent African nations struggle ,

with the burden of an alien framework

they have come to accept.
The division between history as

defined by these static institutional stud

ies and history centred around the study
of popular movements and popular deter

mination becomes immense in a colonial

situation. The intitutional approach
becomes in the context of a liberation

movement a structural extrapolation

from the world, a cliche removed from its

meaning.
In this way, people came to assume

that the chiefs of today in Rhodesia were

chiefs in the sense of the word Europeans
know it, that is binding rulers and spokes
men, In fact the chiefs were very limited

in their power from the 1890's onwards

and as they said to the Pearce Commission

in 1972, they were employed by the gov=

ernment to act as paid public servants

cardying out government instructions, but

that they could never speak for or decide

for their people on important matters.

As public servants, they said yes to the

treacherous settlement proposals', which

would legitimate Smith's government on

its own terms, but they rejected the pro

posals as spokesmen of their peoples'

opinions. The dispossession approach is

liable only to see the public servant role

of the chiefs.

Similarly, the Parliament in Rhodesia

may be something completely different

from what we see a parliament as being,
but it functions as the elected lawmaker :

even through it is a white parliament in

a black country. A dispossession approach
would see the parliament as a legitimate

and worthy area of study, even though
it is a repressive farce.

Another aspect of this approach to

colonialism is its basis in the framework

of regular, sequential time based upon a

particular religious event in Palestine.

The inappropriatemess of this to African

history is patently obvious. However, the

imposition of this framework was a most

important part of dispossession; Africans

did not have to know how to tell the time

to experience this imposition, they only
had to be employed or bound into slave

labour to understand it. From the point

of view of conquest the African who str

ikes or who refuses to recognize European
timetables commits an act which is much

more significant than an institutional

view would admit.

Any propaganda story of Rhodesia

will tell you that the rebellion of 1896

was instigated by those warlike Ndebele

because the whites were preventing them

from barbarically raiding the Shona tribes

men and raping women and children in

their traditional way. -The Shona strange

ly enough, felt the whites were going to

lose, so, to prevent Ndebele wrath, the

Shona joined in to fight the whites. The

whites won and to prevent
further blood

shed, Rhodes courageously went un

armed to the 'barbarous' enemy. How

ever, the fact is that this was one of the

biggest and best organised rebellions in

nineteenth century Africa. It was more

successful, more organised, and involved

more people than the Magi Magi in

Tanganyika.
The major explanation

is that there

was grass-roots dissatisfaction over land

and cattle and all were unified against

a common recognisable enemy- the white

man. It is one of the propagandists'

favourite arguments that. .when they came

the land was mostly empty, the estimated

population was half a million, and hence

there was plenty of room for the Euro

peans. This shows a total disregard for

the African, in that the African was

nomadic and therefore needed much

land. But the most important factor is

the identity with the land and cattle

the self-respect which the whites denied

the Africans; Ten percent of the white

population was lost, and the blacks

would certainly have won had

British and South African troops not

come to the settlers' aid. Rhodes'

peace talks were much less courageous
a gesture than alleged, and his promises
with regard to the land were not kept.
The whites in retaliation massacred

thousands.

The defeat in 1897 set African org
anisation and resistance back particularly

among the Shona, where the chiefs were

killed or discredited. However, amongst
the Ndebele there was resistance to mov

ing the reserves, and by 1919, the edu

cated black leaders were lobbying in Eng
land.

In 1923, Britain grantee! Rhodesia

self-governing colonial status, and between

1923 and the 1950's, resistance was much

less widespread, and concentrated in the

African churches. However, resistance

did continue, and grew after 1 945 with the

upsurge of the nationalist movement led

by the educated and the young. This

movement was built on grass-roots resist

ance. The Land Husbandry Act, which

threatened to de-stock and break up trib-.

al land and to prevent migrant labour from

returning from the towns, met with such

resistance that it was inoperative.
The repressive laws, despite the fact of

some liberalization in respect to racial

discrimination in the late 1950's, led to a

rejection
of participation in the white

imposed government and the growth of

mass parties. The movements were

broad-based. This broad base was limited

by the fact that the trade union movement

was Somewhat outside it because the

National Hemocratic Party (the predeces

sor to ZAPU) was anti-industry since

the industrialisation of Rhodesia was used
j

as an argument against majority rule.
j

During the seven weeks from August |

1964, there were 63 road-blocks, 591

stonings, 20 petrol bombs seized, 205 cases

of arson, 243 cases of what the Rhodes

ians call 'intimidation' (which is more

likely than not the handing out of a leaf

let), 56 cases of possession of explsives,
90 cases of damage to property, and about

350 cases of assault. Police with dogs
had to be called to the University campus
to disperse students who were blockad

ing the new all-w.iite Council; some

70% of all non-white students took part

and some were expelled for 'shouting
abusive words'. That the movement

was still grass-root in some cases can

be seen in the struggle of the Tomgweya

people, who are refusing to move under

the land tenure act, so that Europeans
can take over their land and the

Government irrigate and electrify it.

The huts and crops of the Tomgweya
people were destroyed and some who

were caught were detained.

At least since 1960 the Africans have

determined Rhodesian history in that

fear of African action and threatened \

action has ruled the lives of the whites
|

and the actions of their Government.

The privileged position of whites in t

Rhodesia contrasts very favourably t

with the position in which many of the
j

people would have been in had they (

remained in Britain. Writing in the r

Rhodesian Gitizen the paper's chief
j

reporter addresses himself in an open F

letter to Harold Wilson, then Prime Minis- t

ter, to whom he says: c

Our class had a pretty raw deal in \

England not so long ago... t

For a long time the artisans, lower^ s

grade clerks and poorer farmers have for- z

med a second class in Rhodesian society, f

the first being the Establishment (with v

a capital' E) made up of top bureaucrats, f

rich business-men, successful farmers and
c

professional men. The lower class saw f

itself as £ distinct group in society, r

in opposition to the ruling class which
c

had controlled the country since 1923.

The traditionally paternalistic

attitude of the Establsihment in

Rhodesia was not shared by white workers

who had no time at all for wishy-washy

philanthropists who they believed were

more concerned to propmote the adv

ancement of Africans than to secure the

position of white workers in the Rhodes

ian economy.

Why, however, did the right wing, more

working class, Rhodesia Front group,

triumph over the Establishment? It was

due to Afrigan pressure that Native Affa

irs became a party political issue, and i

it was also for this reason that the Rhod

esia Front won. A favourite theory among

liberal Western historians is that the

change is due to a ^deterioration of white

society' due to the fact that there was an

influx of immigrants from South Africa

and Britain who were lower middle-class

and hence felt African job competition.

Although there may have been some

merit in this argument, the immigrants

after World War One were also of the

lower middle class and they similarly

outnumbered the local community.

Before the late 1950's 'in some

espects the colour bar was more harshly

applied than in South Africa'. That great

liberal, Todd, who was Prime Minister

from September 1953 to January
1958 suppressed with four battalians

af soldiers, a peaceful strike at the Wankie

;oal mines in 1954. In the same year
he declared a state of emergency to put
down a strike of

railway firemen. In 1955

ne passed the Public Order Act, the fore

runner of the law and Order (Maintenance)

Act, which began the era of detention

without trial. He deported Kaunda and

Dther African leaders and he implemented
the Land Husbandry Act, depriving many
Africans of their land. These repressive

measures must be seen as a reaction to

the rise of the educated African nation

alist in the 1950's.

Sanctions are not just seen by the

Rhodesians in the light of their economic

disadvantages. This is important but

:he Africans who suffer most from

sanctions, unemployment has risen sharply,
/vant them to continue despite economic

lardship. What is probably more import
ant, is that sanctions are a way in which

white Rhodesians are cut off from their

:el low-whites with whom they need to be

inked- a ladder out of the black pit.

rhe official
Salisbry record of talks

Detween Britain and Rhodesia, deplores

:he fact that negotiations took place

against the 'dark and menacing background
-f sanctions'. Every flaw in the sanctions

let is greeted with enthusiasm- because
t shows that the world really wants

Rhodesia to survive. This is particularly
:rue of the U'S' decision to allow sales

-f chrome. The influence of African

iction on this dilemma is seen by the fact

hat U'DT occurred after a period of

teadily increasing black pressure both

it home and in the rest of Africa. The

ailure of the whites to achieve a yes
'ote from the Africans during the 1972

'earce Commission and the riots that

jeeurred forded the black threat to the

orefront and hence forced the Govern

nent to emphasise that it would not back

lown. They played down the proposals

ind did not press them.

******************

As the whites have stepped up

their oppression so it has become essential

for the people of Zim^zbwe to wage their

struggle on two fronts. The first semi

legal, if harassed and oppressed, front

is the African National Council, which

was immensely successful in achieving a

virtually unanimous No vote on the

Treacher i us settlement proposals of

'Britain. Much more important however

is the illegal Zimbabwe African National

Union (ZANU) ,
which has forced the

Smith Government to fight in at least half

the country. Smith has had to declare all

the northrn provinces free fire zones and

establish strategic concentration camps

for whole villages. -

However, their ability to put their

case and to get materials for their schools

etc is strictly limited by their lack of

printing facilities. They need our money

now. .

The Students;' Association will be

asked this week to contribute $200 to the

A'U.S. fund for a ZANU printing press.

In view of the urgency of the struggle for

liberation in Zimbabwe, all students are

urged to support this grant, and make a

meaningful contribution to the fight for

freedom in Southern Africa.

SUPPORT THE $200

GRANT TO ZANU.

ATTEND THE STUDENTS'

ASSOCIATION MEETING

SUPPORT THE $200 GRANT TO ZANU

AT THE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

MEETING — WEDNESDAY.24TH
8 PM, REFECTORY.
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imperialist
a.n.u.

... we who live in the dominions of the British Commonwealth have serious

reason to be thankful of the fortitude of the Victorian women of Britain who

bore their numerous progeny without obvious complaint and who helped thereby
to lay the foundation for a mighty Empire.
— W.D. Borrie, Professor of Demography, Australian National University, in his

Population Trends and Policies: A Study in Australian and World Demography,
pp. 3-4.

... the United States and Japan stand at the apex of the hierarchy of economic

development. They draw resources from the next tier, Australia, Canada, and

New Zealand, while selling goods in these markets. These advanced countries,

moreover, regard the integration of the neo-colonial countries around the Pacific

nim inio tneir triangular ana quadrilateral economic relations as essential to the

future development of an international division of labor in the Pacific.

— Peter Wiley, 'Vietnam and the Pacific Rim Strategy', Leviathan, June, 1969.

There was considerable surprise two years ago when Gregory Clark, a post

graduate student at the ANU (and now Tokyo correspondent of The Australian)

made a blistering attack on the Department of International Relations at the

ANU. His critique noted:

The Australian National University enjoys a unique position in Australia.

It was established to provide an academic proximity for policy makers,
and to some extent succeeds in this

. . .

Some may doubt the wisdom of academics playing this kind of political

role, but it is probably inevitable. There is, however, a deeper question
of principle. The timing of this particular conference [on India, Japan
and Australia] was not accidental. It coincided with the first unhappy
signs of US' fatigue in Vietnam and a brief but interesting phase in

Australian Foreign Policy when Canberra felt that a Japan/India/

Australia anti-Communist and anti-China alliance was urgently needed

as a substitute. It is doubtful whether a university has the right to

divert research funds and lend its name for such obviously political
ends.

The seminar to which Clark refers, and which provided the papers for the

book which was the subject of his scalping review, was held in 1967 at the

Research School of Pacific Studies within the ANU. By that year the high

reputation of the ANU for liberal scholarship had taken a definite knock —

especially after the huge eight-hour teach-in on Vietnam in 1965 when a number

of its leading 'heavies' such as T.B. Millar and G. Fairbairn had come out as

hawks on the side of Saigon and the USA.

Since 1967, however, the ANU's involvement in cold war politics, counter

insurgency warfare and military studies has grown in leaps and bounds. All

of these developments make it timely to set out the trend taken by powerful
elements within the ANU and to make an interim assessment.

First, consider events in 1971-72 alone:

(1) Economic Research Project on the Development of the Western

Pacific Region
Since it became clear that US troops would soon be kicked out of Asia the

possibilities of non-military economic penetration have been canvassed by US

and Japanese commercial interests. Professor H.W. Arndt of the ANU, one of

the Federal government's key advisors on Australian economic policy towards

Indonesia, has issued several warning signals in this regard. At an Australian

Institute of International Affairs conference on Australia- Japan relations he

counselled against the kind of idea put forward by Mr S. Naganos, president of

the Chamber of Commerce of Japan, that Japan could invest in Indonesia, and

the Pacific through transnational corporations. As financial writer Anthony
Haas put it: 'Mr. Naganos' interest extends to joint venture multi-national

investment in Pacific Islands as well.' At a Tokyo seminar on (of all things)
'Socialism in Developing Economies' in May this year, Arndt was more amb

ivalent. On the one hand, he sternly warned that 'if it is to overcome the bad

image the Japanese understand they have in these countries — which might be

mellowed by joint ventures with Australian or other countries' companies —

Australia should view the matter with some caution.' However, he added that

he 'would certainly not rule out cases where Australian and Japanese companies

might combine with local firms. ..but it is still not clear to me in which particular
industries Australian'companies could usefully combine with the Japanese. ...This

is something the Australia-Japan Business Co-Operation Committee could usefully

investigate.'

However, two other institutions are filling out the information gaps to which

Arndt referred. His 'Australia-Japan Business Co-Operation Committee' met in

Kyoto in May, 1972, but the initiative passed to the Five Nation 'Pacific Basin

Economic Council' which met in Wellington in May and to the ANU in April.
It was announced that the Federal government would contribute $15,000

a year to an ANU Research Project on Pacific Basin Development, but that most

of the work would be suppolted by ANU finances. The Australian group is to be

led by Sir John Crawford of the ANU, while Dr Saburo Okita of the Japan
Economic Research Council will head a team of Japanese economists. The

Minister for Foreign Affairs/Mr Bowen, welcomed the project, which had been

discussed between the ANU and the Federal government's standing interdepart
mental committee on Japan. Bowen said the project would be 'independent',
and that 'economists [I] in both countries have pressed for closer regional aid

co-operation in developing countries and more joint manufacturing ventures.'

The terms of reference for the ANU project are (a) 'the potential for growth
and trade in the Western Pacific' and (b) 'the role of the major Western Pacific

countries, particularly Japan and Australia.' Did someone mention Australia ,

and Adelaide ('the Switzerland of South Asia') were being offered as 'launch-

pads' and 'springboards' for US and Japanese economic imperialism in

South-East Asia? Did someone else coin the phrase the 'Pacific Rim Strategy'?

hellc hello!
The bank robber next door

— well he

was not really a bank robber, because he'd

never robbed bank but he would like to

some day — was parading in front of the

mirror gun in one hand, and a mask around

his face.

She admired her body — after stepping

from the bath, she was not to realize that

the man next door admired it as well.

She was not to realize that his admiration

would eventually lead, to what she

feared most.

He felt odd, almost funny sitting there

in his mask; gun in one hand and a pair

of binoculars in the other. It was through
these

glasses
that he had first admired the

children of the neighbourhood, but now

he admired the woman next door. 'Great

tits' he would mutter to himself.

Her husband had never trusted her,

he took her complaints about the man

next door to be peculiar examples of

lust. He never mentioned this as his

own behaviour, lacked the fidelity that

their marriage demanded.

Her complaints about the man next

door increased about the same time as

the number of dirty phone calls increased..

She could see no relationship between

the two, he however could. His suspicion

grew as her description of the calls grew

more graphic. It was not as though he

found anything wrong with what he

called obscenity.

The masked man was practicing in

front of the-mirror, he was however

becoming tired of the idea of becoming

a bank robber. He had been practicing

for so long that the thrill had gone out

of it, he longed for more. It was late in

the afternoon when the idea of mountain

climbing struck him.

She had had a bad day anyway, and

now that he was hurt, because she didn't

like his new boots, only aggravated her

more. She could not understand why

he would want boots with spikes on

them anyway. It was not as though she

insisted on everything being practical,

even though she demanded it in her self.

'Jill,' she called, still no answer.

'Damn' she exclaimed, perhaps a little

loudly as one of the neighbours looked

up. Why were the neighbours here he

kept asking himself was not the murder

bad enough anyway. He had already
arrived at the answer, not to the question
about the neighbours, but the question

about the murder of his wife.

The man next door was washing his

mountain climbing equipment as they
had become recently soiled. It was in

the cool of the afternoon, when he was

testing the strength of his ropes that

the bell rang. It was not as though he

was refusing to answer it, with this

evaluation of the situation he was

pleased.
The neighbours were still about,

shaking their heads, muttering about how

awful it all was, and wasn't there some

thing they could do. He would smile,

he would refill half-empty cups of tea.

Though they all notices, not a word was

spokep, about how the spikes on his

boots left marks on the carpet.

After her loud 'damn', she was

hesitant about going up to him, as the

eyes of the neighbours followed her

around. It was not as though she was

unsure of what to do, it was just that

it was all clear to her before. She- was

positive that his eyes were dancing.

Dancing to the tune that was called

by the
neighbours.

The man next door was leaving the

cupboard, when he noticed that the sun

was coming up, he reached for his bino

culars when he remembered. Though
the image of the mountain climber was

new, it was beginning to pall. He was

faced with the struggle for something new.

Though the thought of being an account

ant was unrealistic, he decided that he

could relax into such a position.
One of the neighbours commented

that it was strange for a man whose wife

had just been murdered, to go out and

buy a new suit. Even if the suit was a

conservative one. He felt good as he

relaxed in the suit. He could see nothing

strange in a change of appearance,

especially after what had happened, and

besides she liked it.

The police were beginning their in

vestigation, the man next door had

noticed them through his binoculars.

He had found a new use for them. He

had never shown a great interest in

most of his neighbours, and they were

quick to point this out to the inquisitive

policeman. The man next door could

tell that they were talking about him, for

each time the woman across the road

said something that the policeman

thought was significant he would turn

his head around and briefly glance at

his house.

The policeman was bored, he was no

longer surprised with his boredom,

initially he had been. For he had joined
the force, for the same reason as many,
for the excitement. It was not that he

expected it to be exciting in itself, but

as an alternative to the job he had. A

trainee accountant. Now that he was

bored with this job, he bften reflected, as

to how good it would've been to be an

accountant.

Max Pike.
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DANGER
BEWARE OF ALMOST .

EVERYTHING
,

rr^w?\

The first group is Whitlam and Dunstan

in action (of which more below); the

second is the President of the Bank of

America.

There was a quick 'fall out' from

this decision. Mr Gerry Gutman, a high
?

official of the Department of External

Territories (who had handled the Nauru

phosphate royalties and independence

negotiations as well as a number of New

Guinea-Australia issues) announced his

resignation. The reason
—

to set up his

own company to advise American and

Japanese and transnational corporations

on how to get into the Pacific Basin

economy.

(2) The ANU Centre for Natural

Resources

The
exploration

of the Pacific economy

requires transnational corporations to

set up subsidiaries in Australia as their

springboards. These will be in the first

place mineral and mineral-processing

industries, and light manufacturing. This

requires resource knowledge. As part

of the three-tier US-Japanese- Australian

Pacific Rim Strategy it is also necessary

to develop a stock or inventory of

Australia's own natural resources. The

point has been noticed by the Foreign
Affairs Department

— and the ANU.

Both organizations announced during

July that they would set lip study

groupd on the problem. The Foreign

Affairs Department's policy group is

to be headed by Mr Roger Holdich

which 'is examining the possible implic
ations of trends bearing in mind that

Australia is a major supplier of many

minerals already in short supply on the

world market.' The ANU promptly
offered to match this by establishing a

post-graduate Centre for Natural Resour

. ces.in 1973. It gave as its reasons the

need 'to develop a resources policy

which knew, or would establish where

Australia was going, and how the exploit
ation of resources was- to be controlled.'

Apart from 1972 events we should

also ponder some continuing elements,

such as:

(3) The ANU on Bougainville

Many questions still remain unanswered

about officially-approved ANU involve

ment in efforts by Bougainville Copper

Pty. Ltd. to soft-soap Bougainville

islanders into giving up their land and
_

social customs, following the failure of

the violence used in 1970 to attain

these ends.

Bougainville Copper Pty. Ltd. is a

subsidiary of Conzinc Rio Tinto. The

tiny island of Bougainville has been

described as 'the big jewel in the

glittering Rio Tinto crown.' What we

know about the parent company has been

set out in the book River of Tears: The

Rise of the Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation

by Richard West. His thesis has been

adequately summarized by a fellow

journalist as follows: \

Uproar of a kind has followed the Rio

Tinto trail round the world, from

Britain to Rhodesia and South Africa,

where RTZ has secret plans to mine

uranium under a South African

mandate in breach of a world court

ruling. So far, the big firm has won

every time.

One of the 'big firm's' minor victories

seems to have been the successful in

volvement of the prestigous ANU in its

efforts. In a lengthy defence of the

whole piocess of its involvement, the

Director of the Research School of

Pacific Studies noted:
The Bougainville people are extremely
resentful of past neglect, naturally

enough suspicious of outsiders, and

many are quite unconvinced by
standard arguments that the benefits

arising from the accident that this

new-found wealth is on their land

should go to the general good of the

whole country... .

Despite all compensation and all

promises of benefits to come, the

impact of this on the people devoted

beyond all else to the land must be

shattering... .

Acting largely on the advice of

Professor Douglas Oliver of Harvard

and Hawaii, Bougainville Copper
decided to engage in a large-scale
effort to secure (such) information;

and with this in view in 1969 approached
Sir John Crawford with proposals

for substantial grants to enable

research to be undertaken by the

ANU in the economic and social

problems of Papua and New Guinea

as a whole. This was accepted by

the ANU Council in July, 1969,

subject to the concurrence of the

Faculty Board of the Research

School of Pacific Studies; a sum of

$30,000, over half the total was for

the support of seminars and the

journal New Guinea. The proposal
was very carefully considered by the

Faculty Board of the Research

School in December, 1969, and un

animously accepted, subject to the

important provisp that any report or

publication arising from the study
should be publicly available. The main

sum involved was $1 8,000 for an

intensive study of interacting social

groups in the area immediately
affected by Bougainville Copper's

operations, and $10,000 for any

ancillary special projects which might
arise from it. ...In January 1970 the

Faculty Board recommended the

appointment, which was accepted,
of

Dr Eugene Ogan to carry out the

intensive study among the Nasioi

who live in the area affected by the

company's operations.
The result of all such successful PR

efforts by the company is that 'the

main beneficiaries of the Bougainville

mine are likely to be the shareholders

of RTZ. ...Bougainville wants to secede

from Papua and New Guinea and more

over it may well do so — with the backing
of RTZ'. So the ANU efforts may well

fit into a Pacific Rim Strategy which has

'as its by-product the creation of econ- .

omic development difficulties for an

independent Papua-New Guinea. . After

all, the copper mines hold reserved of

1,000 million tons, which makes it

larger than the entire Zambia copper

belt, hitherto regarded as the world's

. main supplier, while investment in the

mine will be greater than all private

investment in New Guinea over the last

decade. Yet the ANU claims that its

efforts add 'new dimensions to' intensive

study, in view of the key significance

of Bougainville to the wider problem
of Nuigini unity'!

(4) Anthropological Imperialism in

Thailand

'The narty line in Bangkok now,' writes

Stanley arnow, 'is that France knows

this part of the world better than any
f

other country.' This is probably untrue. 8

American anthropologists, 'transport
*

specialists', 'soil experts' and- 'specialists
'

on shifting agriculture' certainly have
v

spent more time on a micro-intelligence
*

study of Thailand's rural areas than any
F

other national group. Here, however, the c

trouble has been that 'the reluctance of c

American academic specialists to assist in c

the programme is hampering Thailand's
*

efforts to combat Communist insurgents.' P
Some ANU and other Australian aca-

'

demies have fewer such qualms. Since
F

1964 Professor R.S. Geddes of Sydney
*

University and others have served as

advisors to the Tribal Research Council - F

nerve centre of the counter insurgency
v

anthropological surveys. The ANU's a

contribution to Thai studies has come a

mainly from E.C. Chapman of the Geog- c

raphy Department, and P.J. Rimmer of f

the Human Geography section in the '

Institute of Advanced Studies. Rimmer, -

a transport specialist, is known to be '

opposed to some aspects of 'counter- '

insurgency' research. However, even
*

his work had to take account of the all

pervading atmosphere of such counter c

insurgency obsessions. As he noted: 1

there is increasing anxiety in govern-
*

ment circles and among allies of
r

SEATO that the Thai peasant farmer '

might be susceptible to external
1

subversive influences exploiting his

anxiety over economic problems '

and rising expectations, especially in
'

the more depressed and neglected
J

areas contiguous to the country
borders. An effective transport system

c

would enable the police and the military1
to respond quickly to recurrent in-

1

surgent acts in border areas near
'

Burma, Laos, Cambodia and Malaysia
'

One can only wonder at the lack of

any official ANU policy statement, since 1

as ProfesFor O.H.K. Spate noted, 'the -

question of subsidised research must '

always remain a delicate one.' while as I

Pat Flanagan warned, 'with the prospects
of insurgency in the empire both abroad

and at home, anthropology Ph.D.s are

assured of ready work.' However, once

again, the major backdrop to the problem
we are considering is the Pacific Rim.

Strategy itself. For as the Chase Man

hattan Bank's Economic Research

Division suggests, 'Thailand promises
to be an excellent investment and sales

area for Americans if the rebel insurgency

can be contained.
'

At this point we may ask the reason

for the virulent growth of an ideology
of

mini-imperialism
at the ANU. Is it a

result of pressure from the Ford Foun

dation? Is the ANU harbouring in its

bosom candidates for Project Agile?

Or, on the
contrary,

is the ANU element

close to neo-colonialist policy-makers

intent upon turning the institution into

gn American-style academic backstop to

new horizons of exploitation of the

peoples of the Pacific Rim?

While the Ford Foundation is the

main prop of the Strategic Studies Centre

and the newly formed 'Contemporary

China Centre' (and the method of setting

up the former in 1966 was of deep concern

to more than the Quaker and liberal-left

forces at the university), other foundat

ions (and.Hawker-Siddley) have been

associated with the funding of the univer

sity's research efforts. Orie of these is

the Asia Foundation which helped to

inance the Orientalists' Congress held

it the ANU in January, 1971. It presented
he organizers with a list of proteges, a

imited number of whom were accepted,
vith the Asia Foundation paying for

heir fares. It will be recalled that this

-articular Foundation has been kicked

-ut of Ceylon and Burma and were

jrdered off the University of Philippines'

:ampus in 1969. (They are back again

here, in company with Ford, in the

lerson of Father Frank Lynch, an Amer

ican Jesuit at the Ateneo.) The Asia

:oundation admitted in 1967 that it was

he recipient of CIA money.

It also appears that the RAND Cor

toration is developing an interest in the

vork at the ANU. A representative

ttended the closed seminar on 'Asia

md the Pacific in the 1970's', while

-n 1 5 June, 1 972, the President of the

^AND Corporation, Mr Henry S. Rowen,
nterviewed the Centre for Strategic

studies and the Department of International

delations. (Rowen had been Deputy
\ssistant Secretary for Defence in the

-ennedy Administration.)
We can only speculate on these influen

:es, or indeed on American interference

it the ANU generally. It is not known if

ormer CIA chief Richard C. Helms did

lot visit the campus during his unpublic
zed stopover in Canberra this year. On

:he other hand, Nixon's other aide, Mr

John B. Connally, did meet ANU academics

md underlined US interest in promoting
Australia as a springboard for US invest

ment in Asia and the Pacific. Connally
'said he believed Australia was the

dominant force in the Pacific Basin and

this brought responsibilities which

would impose all types of burdens.'
It is possible of course that this idea

:ame originally from E.G. Whitlam's

1970 speech to the US businessmen, but

those with any inkling of the 'duchessing'

af ALP leaders in the US will have their

;uspicions as to which way the initiative

ies in this case.

Whatever the pressure of Ford, a close

study of the ANU's 1971 offering, Asia and

the Pacific, based on papers given at a

closed ANU conference of Ai;. +raliari

New Zealand-United States relations,

gives us a clue to the mentality of those

with a sudden upsurge of interest in the

Pacific. Professor Hedley Be. J, for

example, stated that

while visiting New Zealand a few

.years ago, I myself ce e to feeling

something of
a great power chau

vinist. I remember feeling, while

standing on a hill overlooking Welling
ton Harbour, something of the exaltat
ion Hitler must have felt when he

marched into Vienna in 1938 and
claimed it was the Ostmark of the

German Reich.' .
.

it is ot course, important to survey

these and similar attitudes amongst

Australia's 'expert' on international

affairs and couftter-insurgency.
In con

nection with the ANU it is relevant to

raise Nation's query about whether

the growing relationship between aca

demic researchers and government has

'reached a point where the whistle has

to be blown'. Of more long-range

significance, however, is the exposure

of other bodies (such as the Australian

School of Pacific Administration) con

cerned with suggesting Australian official

versions of an economic and conceptual

imperialism to be imposed on the

Pacific Rim.
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MAN

SWALLOWS
BOMB -See Insides

Todays graphic picture

j

This photo was taken in

the 'waiting room' out

side the University Stea

lth Service which was

especially built to fac
ilitate the study of the

delayed action pill on

student volunteers. This

anonymous subject
shows the severe with

drawal symptoms com

mon in some students.

SEX AID FOR

INDEPENDENT TOOLS
[?]

In an announcement early this morning from the Department of Stealth

the Director General Sir William (Ref :shaging) said that tests on the new

male contraceptive pill— 'the delayed action pill'— had finally come off to

his satisfaction.

The Director General was commenting after several months of exhausting
testies on random clusters of university students and a control group of

upyer echelon public servants. 'The outcome of the tests have been warm

ly received and were true to schedule', Sir William said.

The announcement was

provoked by consternation

in medical circles, environ

mental societies and the

R.S.P.C.A. which had ar

oused doubts in many bran

ches of the Waterside

Workers Union about the

future effects of 'the

delayed action pill'.

The D.A.P., which is ex

pected to be released on

the market shortly, is

taken orally by the expect
ant male three hours before
intercourse begins and a

second pill is taken two

.hours before intercourse

is completed. For the

purposes of this pill com

pletion of intercourse is

taken to begin with the

first and end with the last

pulse of the orgasm. Under

the influence of the pill

the male perceives a normal

orgasm although no seminal

fluid passes immediately
from the body.

Professor I.O.U. Lurch

and Dr N.B. Footnote,

scientists who cracked many

of the problems of the

prototype pill, stressed in

a specially arranged seminar

for advertisers and pro

moters of the D. A. pill that

withdrawal of the penis

must take place immed

iately after the beginning

of the end of the last pulse

of the orgasm which marks

?the end of the completion
of intercourse i.e. the

beginning of the 'chung'

part of the 'Kha-chung'
that is the last pulse.

The advantages of this

method of contraception

are not immediately
obvious they said. 'How

ever', said Professor Lurch,

'it is 99.1% safe if direct

ions are followed immed

iately after purchase; post

intercourse comfort is

maximised and the life

expectancy of bed linen

is increased.'

Disadvantages include total

abstainance from sexual

intercourse for the male

until delayed discharge of

seminal fluid occurs. This

can happen any time bet

ween the beginning of the

end of the last pulse of

the orgasm and 235 hours

later.

Dr G.A.Wonder-Howe, an

executive member of the

A.M.A., condemned the pill

outright as being contra

dictorary. 'The environ

mental Society', said Mr A.

Lamist, director of the

Everything is Beautiful

Advancement League,

'believes the D.A.P. to be

both pricocious and a

danger to the ecology of

the scrotum.' The Pres

ident of the R.S.P.C.A.

Mr Ted (Bowsie) Wowsie

said people had to learn

to accept haploid individ

uals as dumb animals. 'Just

think of the misery

wrought on millions of

sperm not knowing whet

her they are coming or

going for period up to

235 hours. It's scandal

ous', he said.

The 'Piss Weekly' was told

yesterday by a spokesman
of the Waterside Workers

Union Mr P.O. Liner that

his union had been instru

mental in setting up a

Senate select Committee to

enquire into the effects of

the delayed action pill.

Reports from Canberra

later confirmed that Sen

ator Gay Lib., Victoria

and Senator Mannual

Labour, South Australia,

two members of the Select

Committee who have

sampled the pill, ejaculated

before prayers in the House

three minutes ahead of

schedule.

Other sections of the Com

munity have been affected

by repercussions perpet
rated by delayed-action pill

takers. Mr Richard (Tricky

Dicky) Ref: shaging, President

of the ANUS Association

and off shoot of Sir William

was forced to lodge a for

mal complaint to the Steal

th Department on behalf

of his members. Some

University students directly

involved in delayed action

pill trials have developed

severe withdrawal sympt

oms. Dr Fernarse of the

University Stealth Service

who is making a special

study of this syndrome and

its relation to academic

success wrote in an advan

ced abstract reprinted in

Continued Page 6.

TODAYS WEATHER
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VICE QUEEN
RAIDEDSydney Vice-Squad detect

ives raided a King's Cross

premises last night, arrest

ing a woman suspected ob

being a keeper of a dis

orderly house. She was

alleged to have been a

well-known Sydney Vice

Queen.

The raid took place last

night as police descended

on the area. A police

spokesman said that the

raid was carried out by
the Vice-Squad after they

had received information
*

which led them to believe

a disorderly house was

being operated in the area.

A local resident said the

proprietor of the house

was a well known woman.

The woman, believes to be

a notorious Sydney Vice

Queen, was taken into cus

tody and subsequently

interrogated by detectives

from the Vice-Squad.

She was arrested in the

raid made on premises last

night when the police

followed up information

relating to the well-known

King's Cross area of Sydney.
The woman was well-known

in the area and was known

by the police.

The reason police gave for

the raid was the information

had been circulating for

some time that a disorderly

house was being kept in the

area by a notorious Sydney
Vice-Queen. The police

spokesman further claimed

last night that, during the

raid, 'We arrested a woman

whom we believe to have

been in charge of the

house.' A statement

could not be obtained from

another senior police spokes

man last night because he

was on holidays the police

spokesman explained.

The woman arrested was

detained for questioning.

Further information has

not been forthcoming as

the Police have indicated

that they would not release

any statements other than

those issued subsequent to

the raid last night on prem

ises in the King's Cross area

last night in which the

alleged Vice-Queen was

arrested.

She will be charged with

keeping a disorderly house

Police sources acknowled

ged last night. The police

asked journalists to refrain

from giving details of the

raid as they did not wish

to alarm members of the

public in the well-known

King's Cross area of Sydney
unduly.

'There is nothing for the

public in King's Cross to

be alarmed about' a senior

Police spokesman told

journalists last night after

the raid and subsequent
arrest.

BREAKING IN CROSS

Detectives from the Breaking

squad are investigating

complaints made by a well

known Sydney woman that

a number of men broke into

her King's Cross premises

last night.

Police sources requested

the public to be on the

lookout-for a group of men

dressed in blue acting

suspiciously in the area.

ROUGH STUNTS
The Monster for the Inter

ior, Mr Rough Stunt,

claimed today that 'out-

siders bent on violence'

were responsible for the

riots and injuries at the

moving of the Aboriginal
nn J tU.^4

l-i i luaaay , auu mat uio was

why 100 Aborigines and

only two whites had been

arrested. 'At least six

policemen have been taken

to hospital with broken

fingernails,' he said, 'and

only one of the demon

strators, Harold Peaceful,

who will be buried tomor

row, was slightly injured

in the scuffle.'

Fighting is believes to have

broken out shortly after

200 ACT Police, with tear

gas, guns, tanks, anti-riot

weapons and whistles had

arrived at the scene, and

had gathered together to

listen to amplified tapes of

German Political Speeches,

1939-41, before wading in.

'We tried to play the

whole thing down,' said

Mr Stunt, 'the Police had

been telling me for some

time that they expected
everyone to come quietly.'

Speaking from his office at

Territory Real Estate Pty. Ltd

he commented. 'Why these

people want to camp out

in the middle of Canberra's

winter, breaking the law,

which I sneaked into force

this morning without letting

anyone realise, I just

don't know. Why, my

government is prepared at

any time to build them a

nice little Leagues Club at

Fyshwick, where they can

carve boomerangs and go

walkabout to their heart's

content. Why don't the

black bludgers just piss

off from my Parliament.'

The former Prone Monster,

Mr. G.G.Gorgon, was later

asked about a statement

he had made in office con

cerning interference in the

Queensland Black Acts:

'I've interfered with abos

before' he said 'not only in

Queensland but all over the

country, and so help me, if

they start getting uppity

I'll damn well interfere with

them again.'

And as he waved his white

tool of legislative power at

our interviewer the Abor

iginal Embassy was torn to

shreds by police dogs.

DEAD TROUPE
Fifty members of the world

famous Canadian dying

troupe arrived today for a

once-only performance of
?

their spectacular stage

act in the Canberra Theatre.

The troupe, led by the

acclaimed Laszlo Mort,

will give probably the

most polished dying ex

hibition ever to be seen

in Canberra. The perform
ers have studied in various

Asian academies and

have gained experience in

places as varied as Dachau,
Biafra, Vietnam and Van

couver. Mr Mort himself

studies for 3 minutes under

the famous Italian dying
genius, Mussolini, whose

death was a world

acclaimed success.

We talked with Mr Mort

about various recent deaths

and asked him what the

thought of Australian

Harold Holt's underwater

death. Mr Mort's reply

seemed clouded with

professional jealousy.

'The idea of dying under

water was original. But it

was a very overrated

death — if it was a death

at all. After all, where

was the corpse? The

most I can say about it is

that it was the best stage

managed death I've heard

of. I wish my manager

had as much professional

acumen as Tony Eggleton.

'Now look at the My Lai

death festival. That was a

professional job. Calley

couldn't have done it all

himself. I'd say he'd been

working with planners for

several weeks. It was

beautifully carried out.

There was a style and pan

ache in the glorious child

mutilations and those pre

killing rapes of the women.

Even the New York Times

gave it a 4-star rating.

'But that episode shows

the danger of getting in on

the political death scene.

IT.d be absolute suicide

for my troupe to give up

the easy life of show bus

iness deaths for the politica

stuff. I mean there's more

money to back you with

political deaths, but you

wouldn't know where you

stood. This Calley gave the

most exciting death show in

decades and the only reward

he gets is to be put into

prison. Where's the justice r

in that?'

Their Town Hall stage act

will include all the tradit

ional dies plus several that

Laszlo's group have made

famous. Just before the

first interval the specially

imported Kessler Twins

will perform the world prem

iere of the complex and

dangerous tandem death.

The climax of the evening

comes at midnight when

Laszio Mort himself takes

the stage to attempt the

legendary Chinese tortoise

die, in which he is shot 3

times through the elbow,

stabbed twice with an um

brella, thereby disembowel

ling him, set alight by a

tribe of African pygmies,

trampled over by a herd of

stampeding wart hogs and

eaten by Jackie Gleeson.

The audience is expected to

die laughing.

GETTING MARRIED?

Nevermind
We'll get you to the church on time

Buckmaster's
HIRE CAR SERVICE Ph. 813076
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SNIFFA LICKS EM ALL'
a

in ? ,?

Sniffa, the under-dog, an

Australian mongrel terrier

accidentally baited, trap
ped and nailed in a heavy

wooden box, and sent to

India, was jubilantly re

united with his owner at

the North Head Quaran

tine Station dog kennels

todav. Sniffa. who can't

stomach canned food, has

been living on a diet of

top-quality steak and leper's

droppings, and has been

returning from India

aboard the New Zealand

freighter, Helicdic, on

which he has been sharing

a cabin with the first

mater.

'Only the best meat for

my Sniffa,' said Sniffa's

owner, pretty young widow

Janet Dogsbody.

It is now almost 3 months

since Sniffa was sent to

India along with 3 cans

of preserved apricots, two

yards of plastic sheeting

and a brood of Cistine

Nuns, by ever-vigilent

Red Cross worker, Father

Dan Zealous, who claims

he mistook the sleeping

Sniffa for a parcel of

sausages for refugees.
Miss Dogsbody, who

comes originally from

Boston, and who now

works a massage parlour

at the back of a Veterin

arian's Surgery at Bondi,

said at the time:

'Sniffa is worth more to

me than all the Jews in

China. If I don't get him

back I don't know what

I'll do with myself, to

say nothing of what I'll

do with the 200 tons

of Sniffa's steak stored in

the cellar of our North

Shore home.'

Sniffa's plight brought a

wave of reaction from dog
lovers all over the country,
and after a massive pub
lic donation campaign,

enough money was gathered

to scour the sub-continent

and rescue Sniffa from

the clutches of the skinny

pack of Bengali scound

rels bent on making of

him a ritual sacrificecum

barbeque. When Janet

went down to the harbour

to meet Sniffa today, she

took with her a special

surprise; the halfdecom

posed remains of her

father Ted, dead from

distemper and flea-bites

shortly after Sniffa dis

appeared, and to whom

Sniffa was particularly

attracted. Sniffa greedily

gobbled up the remains

and then pissed on Janet's

leg, bringing a tear to

everybody's eye.

Quarantine regulations,

would normally have im

posed total annihilation of

Sniffa, who contracted

typhoid, leprosy, rabies,

foot-n-mouth disease and

a bad cold during his stay
in India, but have been

lifted for our friendly

four-legged friend in an

act of governmental gener

osity which goes unsur

passed in the whole history

of Australian welfare.

While in India Sniffa

developed a taste for

starving refugees, and as

we left the Quarantine

Station where Janet is to

eat, live and sleep with

Sniffa for the next 6 years,

we could see an ever-so

slight tear falling from

Janet's nose, which was

ever-so slightly falling

from her face, and Janet

made this empassioned
public appeal:

'Please help me keep
Sniffa alive,' she said,

'Refugees are expensive
to get, and they're not

much of a meal, really
—

it takes 1 0 of them to

make a normal steak.

Just remember that only

20 cents will feed Sniffa

5 refugees a day for a

year; for 40 cents you can

feed Sniffa a whole Indian

, family. And 60 cents

will keep him in Choco

late Leper Crumble for a

month.'

The first mate of the Hel

-icdic said that Sniffa had

taken the dirty passage
'from India 'without a

murmur'.

Picture shows Janet and

Sniffa playing leap-frog.

iOur staff photographer was wandering around the

site of a new freeway-carpark complex by the lake the
other day when he spotted Carol riding around on this

monster.

The monster was first reported in 1 965 soon after the
lake filled up. CSI RO carried out an extensive investig
ation but could find nothing to substantiate rumours

of a monsters existence.

Carol claims she has been riding him (she calls him Jim)
for several years but has kept it a secret because she
fears publicity will keep Jim away. Jim is shy: Carol

has been trying to get Jim to ride her for some time but
has not had much success.
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Oldies

In figures released by the

Bureau of Statistics last

night, it was revealed that

the average man has suf

fered an age rise of nearly

one year since the last

survey in July 1971. This

has been the greatest rise

in Australian recorded

history. The Minister for

Old Boy said that there

should be no real cause

for alarm. 'This is quite

in line with overseas age

trends, but we are hoping
for a downtrend next year.

The government will be

keeping a strict eye on

the situation, in case it

should get out of hand.'

However, the shadow oppos

ition Minister stated that

the Australian public

would no longer put up

with rampant age inflation,

and that in light of the

coming election, the govern
ment 'ought to do some

thing about it'. He said

that the lack of regulation

is a serious threat to our

standard of living, and a

rise in age would have a

crippling effect on social

services.

# * * *

Short Sighted
Positive medical evidence

has now been found to

support the age-old truism

that masturbation causes

blindness. Leading Can

berra doctor, Fred Mornam,
announced this fact to

tne aivia ^Australian

Masturbators Annonymous)
yesterday. Mr Mornam,
wearing glasses and tripping

over spectators' feet on

the way to the rostrum,

cited the case of Mr Hand,
a 90 year old pensioner.

Hand has been masturbat

ing since his wife's death

20 years ago, Mornam

claimed, and is now part
ially losing the sight

of

one eye.

He has called up the

Senate Select Committee

to investigate Blindness

to outlaw masturbation.

However, all the Senators

are short-sighted and

most have been seen to

have their hands in their

pockets.

Jew Brickie

at Mascot
Famous Jewish brickie at

Mascot.

Among arrivals at Mascot

yesterday was the noted

deity, God. He is here

to promote his latest best

seller, The Bible' which

is published in hardback

edition and retails for

$10. It is a follow up to

his first book, the 'Guide

to Eating Places»in Pales

tine.'

God recently attracted

attention when he was

named as co-respondent

in a Nazareth divorce

scandal involving a car-
'

penter'swife named Mary.

While in Sydney, God

will be staying in King's
Cross. 'Jesus talked a lot

about it', he said. 'He

was always hanging round

the Cross'. We asked God

about his Red Cross

blood donor badge. It's

those fool priests dressed

as nurses. They're always
after my blood for cere

monies.' God expressed

displeasure at the publicity

the Pope is giving the

'Bible'.' He keeps con

fusing encyclopedias with

encyclicals. I'm thinking
of sacking the fool and

hiring Harry M. Miller

as Pope.'

Chapter One of God's

book, Genesis, is a blue

print for aspiring world

creators. God modestly
claimed today that it is

the best of all possible

worlds. He also denied

that he rested on the

seventh day. 'I was on

strike', he says. 'I wanted

parity with the wages of

sin.'
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andnow...

our
bowling

column

Russ' column is not available today as he

is taking his own advice.
?

BUSINESS THIS WEEK
The former director of the world's

largest Bull-Shit concern, Liberal Liars

Co. Pty. Ltd., was today jailed for life

for making a true statement to the

public.

The statement was 'I don't know,'
which the former director, Mr Bill Mc

Monnu let slin at a nrpce rnnferenre
?

some months ago.

The statement is believed to have had a

widespread no-eff ect-whatsoever-on

Liberal shares, which had already

reached an all-time low.

The new director of the company, Mr

Sly Snedley, said today that although

there was something approaching a

glut in the Bull-Shit field, it was expected

that his company would corner the mar

ket before November.

Talking of his company's resources and

exploration he said, 'We have just

discovered a new vein of raw material

?with which we can work, and it can

certainly be made into a good old load

of Bull-shit.'*

* * * * # *

The announcement of the expansion of

Slum Tenements and Hovels Pty. Ltd.,

i a division of Poverty Enterprises, build

ers of Canberra's Causeway, was greeted

in government circles today with stunned

apathy. When interviewed about the

matter the Primed Minister said, 'I have

been informed of the matter and I

promise: that I will discuss It in secret

with my Cabinet before I make no

announcement and decide to ignore the

whole thing.'

A spokesman for Slum Tenements, Mr

W.C.Wantnought, who is also the Minis

ter for Social Injustice, said that his

company's expansion was made possible

only by 'the consistent pursuit, in govern
ment economic policy of high-tax and

a pool of unemployment.'

'Canberra needs a nice belt of sub-human

dwellings if it is to keep up with the

latest overseas trends' he added.

# # » # # *

All trading in normal shares was sus -

pended today while stockmarket employ
ees chalked four letter words and lude

drawings on the boards. Phallic Sym
bols rose slowly before a sudden col

lapse after an erratic climax. Bums,
too, featured prominently on the

stock exchange floor, remaining steady

throughout symbols downward plunge.
By far the most popular were Erotic

Fantasies which attracted attention

by freely distributing dividends in the

public gallery. A spokesman for a

rival concern, Dirty George Raffiti,

of Toilet Wall Scribblings, said that

his group was making a take-over bid

for Erotic Fantasies and that from now

on he was offering ten lavatory limer

icks for every three erotic dreams.

'Sexual fantasies must be kept within

the bounds of the toilet', he said.

'If they become openly known in

business society, the whole Filthy Wall

Trade could collapse'.

[?]
A survey made public today indicates that the normal Australian is more informed

about the cultural oddities of New Australians than most people suppose.
Mrs 'Dinky' Di Riddle, of Bigot Survey Enterprises, working on behalf of the

World Organization for Golden Greasy International Ethnic Societies, or

WOGGIES, said today that a questionnaire she had conducted throughout the pubs
and RSL clubs of the country, indicated that spags, boongs and jews were accepted
into our normal human society with a characteristically ready Australian humour.

Asking the following questions Mrs Riddle got, and recorded, the following answers.

Why do the Jews hate the Germans? They sent them the gas bill.

How do you tell Egyptian sewers from Australian sewers? By the diving boards.

Miko* ie +ho mnet rfannerniis ioh in Italv? R idina shotaun on a garbage truck.

Why are Synagogues round? So you can't hide in the corner when the plate goes

around.

How do you break an Italian's finger? Hit him in the nose.

Why do Jews have big noses? Air is free.

What is yellow and goes cheap, cheap? A Chinese prostitute.

Why are there no Italians in Rhodesia? Because of the oil embargo.

Why do Jews have dirty feet? Because they are terrified of shower rooms.

Who has a long dirty white flowing robe and rides on a pig? Lawrence of Italy.

Who won the Lebanese beauty contest? No-one.

Why do Italians sleep in the gutter? So they can get breakfast in bed.

What is the smallest book in the world? 'The Humour and Wit of the People of

Germany.'
What is an Italian doing if he has both hands up in the air? Training for World

War III.

Why don't they give Maltese workers ten-minute tea breaks? It's too costly to

retrain them.

Why do Italian tanks have one forward and four reverse gears? In case they get

attacked from behind.

What do you call a Greek restaurant? A fish and shits shop.

Why don't you offer an aborigine a tip? Better housing doesn't interest them.

What's the smallest book in the world? The Polish Who's Who.

What is red, white, blue, yellow, pink, green, and purple? A Pole dressed up.

Why do Italians always have garbage in their pockets? For identification.

Where's the safest place to hide a $5 note in Italy? Under a bar of soap.

What do you call six Poles standingTn a circle? A dope ring.

HBHHHHIHHHHHnnHBHBHBH

What's the smallest book in the world? Egyptian and Italian war victories; and

heros.

What is the biggest book in the world? 'Famous Polish Axe Murderers'.

Why are Jewish women fat? Saves money on maternity gear.
What do you call a seven pound Biafran? Fatty.

What do you call a ten pound Biafran? Nigerian spy.

What is the smallest book in the world? Hungarian Rules and Ettiquette of *

Business.

Why are there no Croatians in Long Bay? There's no room — it's full of Serbs.

How was the Grand Canyon formed? A Jew dropped five cents down a rabbit hole.

Why are there no aborigines at University? They don't need a Ph.D. to carve

boomerangs.
(

What do you call an Italian who marries a pig? A social climber.

Why do so many Sicilians go home? So they can be murdered on home ground.
What's a Greek barbeque? A fire in a garbage bin.

How do you get 24 Jews into a V.W.? Throw in five cents.

How do you get 24 Jews out of a V.W.? With a juice extractor.

Why are there more Italians in Melbourne than aborigines in Sydney? Sydney
had the first choice.

What do you get when you mate a gorilla with a Greek? A retarded ape.

Why does an Italian coffin have only two pall bearers? Because a garbage tin has

only two handles.

What would be a description of 250 Lebanese paratroopers? Air pollution.

How do you get the Italians out of your backyard? Take the garbage cans out the

front.

Why does the Pope wear underpants in the shower? So he won't have to look

down on the unemployed.
What do you get for throwing petrol bombs in Ireland? About ten protestants

per gallon.

What do you call someone whq reads this article in its entirety? A bigot.

How do you drown an Italian? Pull the chain while he's drinking.

How do you tell when an Italian's drowned? By the oil slick on top of the water.

How do you give your car a grease and oil change? Run over an Italian.

What is the difference between a wog and a bucket of shit? The bucket.

What is the Arabian national flag? A white cross on a white background.
What is the Italian national bird? The fly.

What is a garbage tin on a trolley? Meals on wheels for Italians.
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« Zephyr far setting the most Regs

1971 Fiat 850 Sports Coupe
Gold in colour with Radio & twelve

months registration $1995

1971 ViH.Valiant 770 Regal Sedan.

White with Black Vinyl Hood

Fireball 318 engine $3800

si 1971 Austin Tasman X6 Sedan.

Cream colour 4000 miles

Manual Transmission Long Rego. $1895

ss 1971 XY Ford Falcon 500 Sedan

{
'

„
Olive Colour with Olive interior

^
_

Manual transmission & 250 Engine

$
'

Bucket seats & radio $2695'

?--
1971 V.G. Valiant Regal Sedan

i White in colour 318 Engine
'

Auto Transmission long Rego. $2695

? '

'

1971 Morris 1 500 LP Sedan

,

? Royal Blue colour with Kioskin Interior

$-* 7000 miles radio
'

-

$1895

1970 XW Ford Falcon 500 Sedan

American 302 V8 Engine

Mag wheels 12 months rego

Steel blue colour $2995

1970 Morris Mini K Sedan

Red in colour $1295

1970 V.F. Valiant Manual Sedan

Beige with matching vinyl hood

Long Registration $1895

1970 MK II Austin 1800 Utility

Beige in colour $ 995

1970 Ford Cortina Sedan

White in colour

Twelve months registration $1695

1970 Toyota Corona Sedan

Long Registration

Radio & Fan assisted heater

Blue in colour $1650

1969 Renault Rio Sedan

Maroon colour

,

' Very clean little car $1450

1969 Morris Mini Van

White with twelve months rego. $ 995 ;

, 1969 N^E Valiant Regal Sedan

] A beautiful motor car

White in colour $1995,

'1969 Morris Mini 1 100 Sedan

Lime colour Mech. perfect $1095

' 1969 Ford Cortina GT Sedan

1 2 months registration

Red in colour with gold stripe

& black interior Radio & Heater $1795

1969 VE Valiant Utility

White in colour

Long Registration $1395

1968 Morris Mini Deluxe sedan

White with Radio

Twevle month's registration $ 895

1967 H.R.Holden Special Sedan

Blue & White in colour

Manual Transmission $1095

1967 Fiat 1500 sedan

Grey in colour

Long Registration $1095

1967 XR Falcon 500 Sedan

Gold in colour $1295

1965 Morris 1 100 Sedan

Beige in colour

Dec. Registration $ 650

1965 H.D. Holden Sedan

White Colour

12 months registration

Auto Transmission $ 700

1965 Morris 1 1 00 Sedan

Green Three Month's

Engine Warranty $ 550

1965 ISUZU Bellett Sedan $395

3965 H.D. Holden Station Sedans »

2 to choose

? j Auto & Manual. Both Long Rego. $ 895 _.s
....

[?]
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SEX AID..
cant.

the students newspapers

'Woroni' that he had ob

served withdrawal symptoms
to last as long as 235 hours

in some students. 'There

was a strong correlation

with this protracted con

dition with obeastity' he

said.

Female members of the

University have compalined
bitterly at' the scarcity of

sanitary napkins in the

womens ablution block.

Miss Pussy Parker told the

Weekly that she was bowled

over for most of the after

noon as several male stud

ents pilfered all the nap
kins from the dispenser.

In an attempt to curb this

irresponsible behaviour

Richard Ref :shaging called

a general meeting to move

a motion calling for a

sanitary napkin vending

maching to be installed

in the mens lavatory in the

Union. The students over

whelmingly supported the

motion and called on the

;
law firm of Mr U. Mac

Phillme and Mr I. Mac

Phillyou to investigate the

legal implications. Mr C.

deSlooth and Mr Bill

Peckhard abstained from

the floor.

The delayed action pill is

the brain child of Quean

beyan businessman Mr

Guss Forth. The Weekly

spoke by telephone to Mr

Forth right after the Direct

or General made his ann

ouncement. Mr Forth with

held all comment although

he was forthcoming with a

prepared statement. 'He was

over-come'. Speculation

was rampant before this

issue went to press that Mr

Forth would be the success

ful tenderer for a research

position in the Dept. of

Stealth to assist in the

development of cerebral

contraceptive devices. I

Bigger Drug Haul
ONE MILLION TABLETS

SEIZED.

A sudden police raid in the

suburb of Panania, today,

exposed a drug ring of

housewives and led the

police drug squad to the

manufacturer of the drug.

The Drug Squad quickly

closed in on the manufact

urer and seized over one

million tablets believed to

be acetysalicyclic Acid.

Police are now in the pro

cess of rounding up the

pushers who are located

in many of Sydney's sub- !

urban shopping centres.

The discovery of the ring
was a lucky break as a

result of a police sergeant

spotting three seemingly
harmless housewives

taking tablets at a Rugby

League football match.

A Police Spokesman said

to this reporter: 'Rugby
League matches lead to so

much tension that house

wives can be enticed to

use Acetysalicyclic Acid

to relieve the strain.

'We are following a belief

that use of this drug may

lead to the use of harder

drugs such as Ascorbic

Acid.'

Police tailed housewives

to a party in Panania where

every person used the drug.

The Police spokesman
told me that such suburban

drug parties are common.

From this party, police

were also led to a supplier

who told them the name

of the manufacturer who

is believed to use the alias

'A.P.C.'.

Over thirty people were

arrested in Panania and

nearly twelve pushers have

been uncovered.

CAPITAL BOOKBINDERS PTY LTD.

for QUALITY BOOKBINDING AND

FILE COVERS, LIBRARY BINDING,
THESES AND ALL URGENT BINDING,
GOLD BLOCKING.

39-41 KEMBLA ST., FYSHWICK, Phone: 951125.

Retail Belle
Woolworths check-out oper

ator, pretty and intelligent

like her 63 predecessors,

Miss Sweetiepie Money,
cried with joy this week

when she was announced

Miss Check-Out (Australia)

1 972. Our reporter this

weeK directed a tew quest

ions at Miss (Check-Out)

Money after her magnific
ent win.

Was your win magnificent,

Miss Money?
Check

It must have been! Why
did you enter the com

petition?

Cheques
I believe your dress was a

mannlfiAont PCQatirtn k\/ o

iMuyiiiMugni uiguiiuu u y u

Czech designer. What was

the design?

Check

Some people believe that

you won the quest by re

peating only that which each

of your 63 predecessors

have said before you. Is

that true?

Check

(losing cool) No prizes for

originality. Check? (smart

bitch)

P.S. To be eligible to enter

for Miss Check-Out (Aust
ralia) entrants must be

pretty, intelligent, have a

broad-mind (not necessarily

broadened by their job.

This role was relaxed in

1965 when there was a

'squeeze' in check-out

broad-minds), be able to

speak intelligently in sen

tences less than 2 words

and ultimately be able to

check out 2 medium-sized

carrots, 33 peas, 10 slices

of bread & vegemite, 2

ladies singlets, a pair of

jockettes, 3 shop walkers

and a floor manager — all in

less than 5 seconds.
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Scarborough

Fair
\

Suite 20, Upper Level,

Style Arcade,
Manuka ACT 2603.

SILK, SATIN, COTTON

AND RAGS

Phone 95.1959

l_ J

T.H. O'CONNOR PTY LTD.

BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS

11 WILUNA STREET

FYSHWICK ACT.
I

Phone 950069. ?

iamste of tfje pear

Builders Put Screws In

Time To Cheek Drivers
Any time is the right
time to take stock
of your screwdrivers

and you will prob
ably find some of

them, chipped, Dent

or in some other way

.distorted.

Tools like this, can

be, and often are, a

nightmare for the

handyman.
A few minutes is all

that is needed to

put them back into

useable order.

They should be grou
nd back into correct

shape on an emery
wheel or grindstone.
The edges should be
smooth and even,
and the faces near

the ends parallel to

each other.

If this is not done

precisely the screw-
?

driver probably will

slip at the crucial

moment. W
It should be remem-J!
bered that a faulty
screwdriver not only *

damages the heads
of screws, but is liable

to jump the slot and^
tear a gaping strip
out of the surface

being worked on.

**************

Masochist

KomHymts
Do you have trouble

keeping your child
ren busy? This is a

simple way that they
can help you with

redecoration and

stay entertained in

their spare hours.
Take any child under
the age of 6, a can of

plastic paint and an

empty interior wall.

Spread evenly. When
child and wall are

completely covered
in paint, remove

child. The result will

be an abstract mural
3 feet high.

My son, aged 2, has

been saying 'bum'

to all our visitors for

nearly a month now,

and he can also vomit
on the carpet. Can

anyone else match

this?

***************

I used to cook spag
hetti in the normal

way, but my husband
has given me a good
idea. Now I put half

the spaghetti in with

one end out, and the
other half in with

the other end out.

This way it cooks

perfectly evenly all

the way through.

**************

CHEESECAKE: I

have discovered an

old recipe in my attic

and my husband is

wild about it.

One cup of malt, 2

cups Spanish Fly, one

spoon Cointreau, one

cup Wonder Yeast,
and 2 cups flour.

Cook lightly and serve

while hot and sizzling.

My husband had a

very commendable

plan for years before
our marriage. He

kept a glory box and

filled it with all sorts

of things that a young
husband needs, such

as tools and screws

and other handymans
requirements. Then
when we got married

he opened it up and

we were ready for

anything.

***************

HAVE you ever won

dered what to do

with all those water

melon seeds? Care

fully collect them
and dry them. When
you have 7,500 seeds,

string them 1 50 to

a string, on 50 strings.

Hung on a curtain
rod they make an ex

citing beaded curtain
room divider.

You may if you wish

increase the number

of strings so as to

cover a wider opening.
For variety, paint,

laquer or dip seeds

and strings into red

or yellow colouring
agents te contrast,

?
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GRETA DALY

AUSTRALIAN GALLERY

2 Manuka Arcade.

AUTHENTIC

ABORIGINAL

ARTIFACTS

COME IN AND BROWSE

Sor

Manuka

A.C.T.
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VETNAM FALLS TO GOOKS
Hardsbip on

trail

PORT MORESBY: - The 5 Ang
lican Archbishops who are push
ing one another up the Kokoda

Trail each advanced another
two inches yeaterday ; collecting
3 cents, several snakes, 2 leeches,

odd parasites and a bag of beads

for their charity, the North Red

fern Church of England Girl's

Basketball Club.

Each Archbishop has decided

to devote his life to mounting
and surmounting what lies in

front of him on the old war

trail.

The most senior of the group,
the very Wethand Smartarse

Groan, who is taking up the pro
cessions rear, and wearing his

World War Two chaplain's bat

tle dress, said that yesterday

had been their most successful

onslaught.
'We shot up 32 Japs dressed as

black fellas', he explained with

a grin, 'and then scored a coup
le of collaborators from behind

just before vespers'.

As a gesture to God and Country
the Archbishops have now de

cided to crawl up the trail in

single file, kissing and praying
at every inch of the long passage
in front of them.

'Its a sweaty track to Paradise,'

grunted Groan.

— Red faces in Saigon
WASHINGTON, Thursday: Consternation struck Ped

agogue officials just hours after the last U.S. serviceman

had been withdrawn from Vietnam, when a red faced

CIA undercover agent in the area cabled that many maj

or cities had already fallen to gooks; — normally bigotted

military sources announced today.

The cable is reported to have read, 'Jesus, those slit

eyed son of a bitches are everywhere'.

The announcement is believed

to have caused considerable

wide spread embarrassment in

U.S. military circles. Major
Trusmee Ha-Ha, a considerably

rmbarrassed widespread milit

ary servant, speaking on behalf

of the Pedagogue, explained to

the New Australian: 'We have

always maintained that a cont

inued U.S. presence in the area

is the only just and true way
to suppress the ethno-gooko
threat.

The invasion is believed to

have taken place in countless

waves simultaneously up and

down the country, under the

air cover of South Vietnamese

Yellow Horn-Billed Thrush and
several grey clouds. Most cities

have fallen without a shot and

others are going down rapidly
as displaced peasants believed

to be gooks, flee the country
side for them.

In the meantime U.S. anti-war

leaders have accused President

Nixoff of gross mis-disception,
'We tried to tell the U.S. people
for years that the South Viet

namese citizens were just people,
said the protest singer, Joan
Buggeryez,

'

but now that the

Government has revealed that

they were gooks all along we

have nothing left to say.'

One of the major calamities

following the gook uprising
has been the bloody slaughter
of CIA agents (Crazy and Inept

Assassins), all of whom, disguis
ed as gooks, and standing out

from the yellow crowds with

their angered and embarrasses

red faces, think that the whole

thing is a communist conspir-
j

acy and have consequently |

been blowing up all the red

faces they see, as fast as possib
le.

F ORECAST: Gooks moving
South to South Westerly. Est

imated number: millions. The

rest oflndo China should be

fine and unsettled following

the movement of U.S. clods

easterly.

defence
This slaughter confirmed the

worst fears of the President of

the Australian R.S. Hole, Sir

Billious Yahoo, who is now

preparing to fight the gooks
in his own front yard by plant
ing a mine field under his

front lawn and affixing a mach

ine gun turret to his chimney.
Sir Billious has already notched

up a policeman, two pensioners,
three dogs and a lawn beetle;

claiming that gooks can disguise

themselves as anything.

When asked what he would do

if a gook attacked his mother,
Sir Billious replied that he

would whip down the TAB and

put a dollar on Mum.

Boxers Killed

Two boxers were killed in. Can

berra yesterday morning. This

is the latest in a series of fatal

ities involving this sport.
Those

killed were Jim Welter (23) and
Fred Bantam (25).

This is how the news has been

received:

Mr. Jim Dullard (47), an ambul

ance driver for the RSPCA.

'There should be a law against
this sort of thing; boxers, span

iels, dingoes— Idon't care what

they are— they should be pro

tected'

Dr. Ringo Jones (38), an A.N.U.
historian: 'This just can't go on

for much longer, the boxers

won't stand for it. You mark

my words— there'll be another

Boxer Revolution one of these

days'.
Mr. Lester Hype (56), A.C.T.

Secretary of the Packers Union:.

'I've been saying all along that

we don't get enough danger

money'.
'Last week we lost two wrapper:
the week before that it was a

flap folder-downer. Now two

boxers. And what is the Govern

ment doing about it? Nothing.
Mrs. Betty Hensteeth (87),:

'Disgusting. I think its shock

ing that young men should be

allowed to kill each other in

this way. There are better ways

you know.'

Latest reports are that the two

men were killed when their car

ran into a tree growing in the

middle of Commonwealth Ave.

bridge.

Ping Pong

PARIS, Wed. — It was announ

ced in Paris today that Australia

had slipped from 26th. to 27th.

place in the World Table Tennis

rankings.

The fall was the direct result of

Lower Mongolia receiving its

first table last week.

Nine lower Mongolians have

taken up table tennis and they
are practising in a converted

yak stable. They enjoy the ping
but not the pong.

The gift
was from China and

this is looked upon by the Aust

ralian Table Tennis Association

as a concerted effort for Comm.

unist domination of internation

For quality carpets, vinyl, tiles, parquetry wall paper and expert making and laying

see: John Hanrahan,

HOOD'S PTY. LTD.

Altree Court, Phillip Phone 812834 (after hrs.)

They're Ausstes Now

They'll be dancing in their tin hovels, by the Tennant Creek rubbish dump, tonight, because

today they were made full-blooded second-class Australian citizens in a naturalization ceremony
in their home town Pictured above, relaxing after the ceremony, outside the Tennant
Creek Assimilation Centre, are Mr. and Mrs. A. Burryaboong who were each given a second hand

copy of the Australian Constitution, and their two children who were each presented with a

gold embossed copy of 'The Guide to Australian Eating', which they ripped into little peices
and gobbled wolfishly. Now that they are legitimate second class citizens Mr. and Mrs. Burrya
boong and family will be moving to live with their 43 cousins in their comfortable 3 roomed
home in an inner Sydney suburb. Mr Burryaboong is looking forward to walking the streets,

looking for jobs, scraping for food— and all the other activities which second class citizenship
entail.

[?]
CANBERRA: Thursday; The Primed Minister, The Right Wing Hon. Mr. William

McMoan was attacked, assaulted and thrown in the water while walking with his

Interior Minister on the shores of Lake Burley Griffen this afternoon, in the most

politically sensational incident since a Molotov Cocktail, or perhaps just a cocktail,

was thrown at the toilet wall of the Lodge last Christmas; and the P.M.'s most

physically harmful incident since he struck Nugget Coombs in the eye with a

squash racket.

T he incident is the latest in a series of Poofta Bashings. The officer in charge of the A.C.T.

Police Poofta Assault Squad, Sgt.
1st. Class 'Butch' Bolt ( a tall heavily built man with a firm,

thick jaw and powerful thighs) expects the bashing to be the work of iong haired youths and per
verts.

Panting, with water still dripping
from his ears and orifices, the

P.M. verified these expectations
in a meet-the-press he gave soon

after the attack, but added that

one of his attackers was 'partic-

ularly attractive— tall and well

built,
with a firm, thick jaw and

strong thighs.'

While the nation gasped in hor

ror at Mr. McMoan's close brush

with drowning, Cabinet decided

on the following measures, des

igned to prevent further bashings,

by imposing sanctions on homo

sexual movement in Canberra

streets.

All known male homosexuals

will immediately be rounded

up by the A.C.T. Police, and

will have the word 'poofta'
branded on their forehead. Any
one seen talking to or engaging

in any sort of intercourse with,

a branded person will be liable

to immediate arrest and persec
ution in the A.C.T. courts,
where penalties for fraternisation

run high: they include compuls'
ory termination of employment,
desertion by friends and aquain
tances, branding on the forehead,

and for persistant offenders, a

term of life in social solitary

confinement. Cabinet has also

ordered the word 'lesbian' to

be struck from dictionaries and

literature and for it to be ban

ned from everyday speech, as

far as the general public is con

cerned 'lesbians' must disapp
ear. The words 'homosexual'
and of course 'poofta' are to

remain— the utterance of 'ho-

mosexual' must, by law, be

preceded by considerable and

embarrassed hesitation and ac

companied by apologetic throat

clearing, and 'poofta' is only
alllowed to be said in a derogat
ory manner, between mouthfuls

of
pie

and beer, and at football

club celebrations. Whenever a

branded 'poofta' appears on

the streets he is to be viewed

with looks of disgust and is to

be treated as dangerously sick

In the meantime Mr. McMoan

is to go away on a recovery

camping trip with his Interior

Minister.

STAN A. SMITH

CONTRACTING PTY. LTD.

PO Box 106 Queanbeyan
NSW 2620

CONTRACT DRILLING & BLASTING ROCK EXCAVATION

Slav's

Horn

BELGRADE, July 26th. (AFP)

A strange medical phenomenon
has just been recorded in Zenita

(Bosnia) where an octogenarian
from the village of Doglodd,
walked into a hospital to ask

doctors to remove a 10 inch

horn that had grown on the left

side of his forehead.

According to his own story, this

extraordinary peasant— a partial

recreation of mythical monsters

—first noticed his troublesome

protruberance ten years ago and

hid it first under a fez, the nat

ional headgear, but then as it

grew larger, under a turban. He

finally
decided to resort to sur

gery because, he said, his horn

kept him awake at night.

According to the Belgrade Press

the operation was a complete
success, and the horn was sent

to the Museum of Anatomy in ~

the Faculty of Medicine at Sar

ajevo, where doctors are at a loss

to explain it.

Flower

Power

NARRABUNDA residents

were today shocked to learn

that the Jerrabomba Jabber has

struck again. Eighty seven year
old Mrs. Magdalene Scrudge was

last night disturbed in her slum

bers by what she described as

a 'noise'.

Mrs. Scrudge, wife of EJP.Scrudge

University Professor of Plant

Pathology, told neighbours that

she awoke to find a man in her

garden.

The man, who had wild Nastur

siums dribbling from his mouth,
lunged at her Snap Dragon. She

attempted to scream but he put
a hand over her Magnolia. Mrs.

Scrudge told neighbours that

this was the last thing that she

could remember. It was 'terrib-

le', she said. She awoke to

find a police man kneeling over

her.

^Police are looking for a prowler
described as 'dark and shadowy'.
They have appealed for the prow
ler answering this description
to come forward, as they feel he

may be able to help them in their

enquiries.
-

However the Chief of the C.I.B.,

Inspector Nudge, admitted that

they held out little hope of the

prowler coming forward as recent

developments in the case had

led them to believe that he had

hung himself on a clothesline

as he fled.

Police are looking for a clothes

line
? ?

?

Registered for posting as a newspaper:

Category 'B'

LATE NEWS

The following figures were re

leased late last night by the Bur

eau of Census and Statistics:

7,11,94,128,302,61,2, 2000,
and 83.
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Hi there! I'm famous professional golfer,

Jack Nicklaus, and / write a short column

in this paper each week because it brings

me lots and lots of money, not to mention
the satisfaction that / get from knowing
that all you handicapped amateur boobs

out there are trying to improve your

golf with the bullshit advice that / make

up.

Here's this weeks: I always find that

it helps if / fart while making a tee shot.

It's all in the weight distribution. Just

cock your left buttock while commenc

ing the back swing; if you find this pos
ition a little difficult at first get your
wife or partner to help you : And then,

iust before the head makes contact with

your ball, let it rip. You'll find that in

no time you'll become a champion bull
shit artist just like me.

TWO PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS

ALWAYS READY TO SERVE

THE A.C.T. COMMUNITY

Union Offset Co. Pty. Ltd .

20 PIRIE STREET, FYSHWICK, A.C.T.

Phone: 95 9521; 95 7717

We are specialists in —

? LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING

? COMPUTER TYPESETTING

? BOOK PUBUSHING AND PRINTING

? MAGAZINE AND BROCHURE PRINTING

? DIRECT MAILING

? ART ADVISORY SERVICE

? BOTH SINGLE AND

MULTICOLOURED PRINTING

National Printers Pty. Ltd.

18 PIRIE STREET, FYSHWICK, A.C.T.

Phone: 95 8734

We are specialists in —

? LETTERPRESS PRINTING

? TRADE TYPESETTING

? BUSINESS AND PERSONAL STATIONERY

? WEDDING INVITATIONS, XMAS CARDS

? COMMERCIAL PRINTING OF ALL KINDS

? PERSONALISED ATTENTION

? BOTH SINGLE AND

MULTICOLOURED PRINTING

[?]

big driver
A man has been arrested at Yowani Golf

Club on Ladies Day for removing all

his clothes and folding them neatly in a

pile after shooting his 9th birdie. His

10th birdie declined to comment after

her withdrawal was announced, but it is

believed that she didn't tee up well.

buggers lib

In one of the angriest demonstrations

seen in Canberra for several hours a

group of militant rugger buggers today
burnt their jock-straps in protest against
what they called the Rugby League
Executive's 'persistent failure' to re

cognize them as real human beings.

When questioned further about the

protest movement, the ringleader, .

Drongo Dick Face, said 'Eh? Wadchersay,
you not puttin me on, areya, yabastard?

Huh?' before spewing violently all

over his young girl companion, vivacious

Shiela Handsoff, of Bondi.

no balls
Australian fast bowlers Dennis Lillee

and Bob Massie were reportedly 'elated'

after the London Times published a

double-page spread of the two boys in

the nude, both wearing cricket boots.

Team manager Ray Steele said the

nude layouts had done much for the

team's morale following the encounter

with the Middlesex team last week uv/hich

ended in confusion when Ian Chappell

had declined to follow on. 'They
couldn't have chosen better men' he said

'they are both terribly dedicated and

experienced with the ball'.

'We have had trouble making friends
on tour' said the mustachioed Lillee

speaking for himself and Massie, 'that

is, until now.'

ANU THEATRE GROUP

presents

THE COUNTRY WIFE

by William Wycherley

Burgmann 21, 22 July 8pm
Bruce 23 8pm
Union Bar 24 8.30pm
Garran 27 8pm
Law Theatre 28 & 29 8pm
Bredbo 30

Students 40c, Non-Students 60c,
Eunuchs 30c. Tickets at door.
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Good news for Mr & Mrs

Israel Goldstein of Acton.

They had a phone call from

their son Stewey on holid

ays from Med. School at

the Palestine front, to say

that he had finally decided

that he was 'bi.' This

was good news — only 2

weeks ago he had rung to

say he was 'homo', and

had fallen in love with an

Arab Sheikh. Mr & Mrs

Goldstein were elated with

the latest good news, it

certainly was news, and it

certainly was good. All

the Jewish people about

town say that it's 'in' to

be 'bi' this winter.

* * * *

Returning home after a

relaxing week at Bateman's

Bay are Garran family, Dr

and Mrs Noel Panda, and

their 8 healthy children.

IFortisque,

their mouldy,
half -eaten, black, Jew-nosed

crippled eunuch son, who

was beaten and bound and

gagged and locked in the

tool-shed alongside the

compost heap while they

were away, is delighted to

welcome home Gail, Gay
lene, Gwenyth, Gwendolyn,

Greg, Graham, Gary and

Garth.

og

$ * * * *

Mr & Mrs S. Orgy of

Arahda have announced

details of their new party

game. All the ladies line

up naked at one end of

the room, and all the men

line up naked at the other

end; they advance slowly

toward each other, and

the neatest most correct

entry wins.

* * * *

i

Our staff photographer
arrived just in time to snap
former top Rugby League
player Fondle Metitta and

his fiance Jane Brown just

after Fondle, winner of

this year's Jock Strap of \

the Year Award, had
'

drunk champagne from

Jame's shoe and had thrown

up. They embrace for us

below.
?

Miss Ada Giddup, age 97,

visiting New Guinea this

week with herself talks in

jher
letters of the colourful

natives who she says are

jwonderful
people and

|are
very happy. She talks

|in particular of one black

jhighlander who showed her

|a long snake-like reptile

Jwhich
she had never seen

Jbefore.
'It got right under

jneath my skirts' writes

jMiss
Giddup, who has cut

|short
her story because she

|is putting on weight, and

(feeling
a little sick in the

j mornings.

I

* * * *

And it's good-bye, for quite

sometime, to young Suzie

Grinder, daughter of Mr

I. Grinder of Lower Fysh
wick; Suzie hasn't made

an appearance on these

social pages since her 21st

birthday-cum-debut party

when she was found lying

naked across the front seat

of an F.J. pissed out of her

brain on sherry, with the

|gearstick
in her mouth.

(Suzie will be spending some

fitime in a Swedish clinic on

her overseas trip

* * * *

Solitaire diamond with

heart shaped shoulders is

being worn by Narelle Gay
since she announced her

engagement last week. .

Narelle, daughter of Mr

and Mrs R. Gay of Holder,

said that she would wash it

^soon.

Our womens columnist.

Ms. Lesley Buthcher, as

usual arrived too late this

week at the Social Event

of the Year to photograph
anyone except these insipid
bitches pictured above.

They rally around here to

look at the mould growing
out of the back of Mrs.

Nitt's wig.

Mr. Peter Pan of Belconnen
celebrated his coming of age
with a party at the bottom

of his garden this week.
For the occasion the rubbish

tip was covered with a be

coming fence to fence car

pet in a floral pattern.

*****

Hear that Ron Taint has

. married his daughter in the

U.S.A. The Taints used

to live in Deakin, where

nobody guessed.

# * # *

Quoits Club President,

Mrs Eva Throw, tells me

that their 9th Annual

Quoits display will be held

at the Police Boys Nudist

Camp on Springbank Island,

following negotiations be

tween the Police and the

I Ladies. 'We want it to be

a really lively time', she

said, adding, 'if I may

coin a phrase from the

Quoits Club motto, we don't

want the case of a square

pig in a round hole.'

* * * *

Mr 8
1

Mrs Gerald Boob tried

to surprise their daughter

Bertha this week at their

Red Hill home, but she

wasn't.

* * * *
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CAb. TIUNQ
floor covering specialists

in

— C.S.R. Vinyf lex floor tiles

—Thatcher & Oberg Parquetry
? — Timbrock Underlay

— Floor sanding and sealing
— 1 2 months warranty on all work

P.O. Box 3,
,

Telephone
Chifley, ACT, 2606 814598

wms n au mow?

Sister Marjorie Baldwin is much of

what one of ANU's bushweek

charities is about.

Marjorie is the sister in charge

of the Aboriginal Medical Service

which is to collect 50% of this

years Bush week takings — the

remaining 50% being for Hartley
Street Centre for Physically

Handicapped Children.

Tt)e medical service was est

ablished in July last year as

part of an urgent community
response to the need for some

thing effective to counter the

deprivations experienced by
Koorie people living within

Sydney's urban black ghettos.

The service set up with the

help of Professor F. Hollows of

the University of NSW is run on

a daily basis by Majorie with

the help of voluntary roster of

45 doctors who also remain on

call in case of emergency.
Based in what was once an

old 'fish & chip' shop the service

deals with problems such as

malnutrition — which leaves 9 -

out of the ten children who

come to the centre having

watery eyes, running noses, pot

bellies or perferated eardrums

which if not checked will lead

permanent deafness.

The medical service runs a

special children's day (Sunday)

and runs a free food program

for those suffering from the

greatest diet deficiencies.

Contraceptive and family

planning advice is given to all

those asking or needing it —

Marjorie explained that no one

was refused contraceptives with

the simple statement that 'if

they're old enough to have

children then they're old enough
to have contraception'. Koories

in need are driven to the service

.by voluntary drivers and the

service is seeking a vehicle of

their own — so far those com

panies approached have been

rather reticent about supplying
a car — it seems that affluent
white school children who wish

to learn to drive have 1st priority.

Marjorie starts work about

lunchtime and works through

until 'I'm no longer needed' -

which is usually-quote late in

the evening — an exercise which

she confesses leaves her very

little spare time to pursue her

own interests and social life.

Typically what time she has

is being devoted to the Miss

Australia quest
— 'to add a bit of

colour, to publicize the centre

and to raise money for both

Koorie and spastic children.'

In her annual one week's

holiday she visited the Aboriginal

Embassy and ANU where she had

a morning coffee with members

of the Woroni staff — she ex

plained that the Aboriginal

population of Redfern were in

itially apprehensive about the

service but now recognized it as

belonging to them — 'Like the

Aboriginal Embassy it gives them

pride that it is their own, it gives

us a sense of identification and

a sense of community'.

Sydney however is not the

only place where the medical

centre operates as groups from

the centre 'go where asked' and

hence periodically visit reserves

offering and giving treatment.

Marjorie points out that as

yet to her knowledge there were

no Aboriginal doctors or Koories

being trained as doctors and for

that matter Koories rarely had

the chance or the opportunity

to achieve tertiary education. She

grew up in Normanton in Queens

land [Australia's Alabama?] which

Marjorie described as 'the most

racist town I've ever seen.' Now

in Sydney and a trained double

certificate nurse she claims she

experiences very little personal

racism. She says that the job

and housing discrimination and

the police repression Koories

suffer from does effect her — as

it often leads to emotional prob
lems that the Centre with vol

untary psychiatric help tries to

counter.

The President of the Medical

Centre is Koorie, Gordon Briscoe,

who did a part-econom ics course

at ANU two years ago and is

now a field officer for the Abor

iginal legal service as well as a

National Tribal Council coordin

ator in NSW.

And so, dear readers, uprigh t citizens with furled umbrellas and pulsating erotic fantasies,

amused mothers, bored intellectuals, and fourteen year old school girls yearning for

depravity, you might come at last to wonder why a select group of overworked stud

ents should while away their time thinking up, writing and otherwise plagiorising a hap ?

hazard collection of bawdy news send-ups. The simple one-word Answer has been
echoed through the annals of history: MONEY,glorious money, the key to life and
social status, and the easiest means by which you can help this year's Bush Week Char

ities, the Hartley Street Centre for Handicapped Children, and the Aboriginal Medical

Centre, in Sydney, to which all Bush Week profits will be forwarded. And if we may be .

deliberately serious for several hundred words, here are two articles on this year's
charities.

in the ACT
The A.C.T. Society for

Crippled Children was founded

with the aim of looking
after the needs of children who

attended the Canberra Hospital

School. It served as a medium
through which parents were

able to consult with officers

of the Department of Educat

ion and Science over the est

ablishment of the Hartley

Street Centre for Physically

Handicapped Children in

Turner. It continues to

function, but in an

enlarged capacity because

the Centre includes a School

and a Pre-School, with a

present enrolment of about

fifty children.

Who are the children

attending the Centre ?

How are they selected ? What

schooling and treatment do

they receive ? What is their

future to be ? These are

questions which concern the

residents of the A.C.T. as

well as the parents of the

children presently attending
the Centre for they are

questions of community
concern.

The familiar process of

birth is a dangerous one and

the noted Australian gynae

cologist Dr W.G. McBride

recently stated that '5% of

children are born with mental

retardation and 2% have cerebral

?palsy.' It is a fact of life, or

birth, that children enter the

world with disabilities which

are not inherited, but are a

result of incomplete medical

knowledge and ability to deal

with the haziardous process

of birth. In the A.C.T. there

are three institutions which cater

for the special needs of some

of these children : Koomari

Malkara, and the Hartley

Street Centre.

hartley street

The Hartley Street Centre takes

children who have physical

disabilitiesand who are capable
of being educated in the normal

school system. Half of these

children suffer from cerebral

palsy, but children with a wider

range of physical disabilities

are treated; eg, muscular dystrophy
and blindness.

It is now recognised that a

physically handicapped child can

overcome its disability if it rec

eives a programme of therapy
as soon as the condition is

diagnosed. Early diagnosis
is essential and a most import
-ant part of the Centre is

the Pre-School, which at present
has children as young as nine

months. Enrollment in the Pre

School is recommended by an

assessment panel after diagnosis
or partial diagnosis of a

suspected physical handicap by
a medical physician. This panel
continues to make assessments

throughout the child's pre

school period to ensure that
the child is correctly placed and

is responding to treatment. The

same panel considers placements
in Koomarj and Malkara so that

over-all activities are coord

inated.

The Centre provides the usual
educational programmes of a

normal school and it has a staff

of teachers provided by the N.S.W.

Education Department. Education
is one function of the Centre. The

other important function is

therapeutic treatment bv para

medical staff. This treatment

can be broadly classified into

physio and occupational

therapy, and the staff are pro

vided by Canberra Hospital. The

Centre is very fortunate in

having a dedicated and skilled

educational and para-medical

staff.

The programmes of therapy
carried out by para-medical
staff are a most important part
of a child's development. The

physiotherapists and occupational

therapists concentrate on attaining
the greatest functional ability

of the child in the most normal

way possible.

In the Pre-school, babies are

taken prior to the age of. three

years, in order to give. them

every opportunity to experience
as many normal situations as

possible, these being guided and

supervised by the therapists.

Where necessary, muscles are

i strengthened and co-ordinated

and the child is guided through
crawlina and walkina. the more

intricate upper arm activities

.and indeed, the over-all manage

ment of the child by parent is

advised.

In older children, concen

tration is placed on balance.
-

and the attainment of normal

sporting skills. Games,

swimming and horse-riding all being

part of regular weekly activities,

the ultimate aim being the

independence of a child, voc-

ationally and at home.

Each child is constantly

assessed during treatment and

any particular problems which

are in the interest of the child

are discussed with the doctors

and teachers concerned, thereby

creating a close and thorough
system of treatment.

The Centre is expanding
rapidly and there is a

continual need for funds to cover

running costs and equipment
for the children.

BUY FROM

ctmoNs
Fyshwick Markets

Fresh each week

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY,

NOT

BUY BEFORE YOU TRY.

BEST WISHES FOR

BUSH WEEK

from

GEORGE L. BOURNE ?
?
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At last. Stereo for fidgets.

i Up till now, listening to stereo has been tough for

people who can't sit still.

Because with conventional speakers the only place
to sit has been at the apex of the critical sound paths.
And two inches to the left won't do.

But now there are Carlsson speakers.

They function quite differently.

They're omni-directional. The very first that real

ly
work. The sound comes out of the top.

They were created by Stig Carlsson, formerly Pro

fessor of Acoustics at the Royal Institute of Techno

logy in Stockholm. After years of research into sound

reproduction.
What are Carlsson speakers really like?

They fill a whole room with stereo sound. Wher
ever you sit, however much you move around, you're
surrounded with stereo sound. Immersed in it. No

other speaker anywhere in the world will give you that.

Carlsson speakers where introduced into Australia

barely a couple of months ago. Write or phone us and

we'll send you the Sonab literature and the name of

vour nearest dealer.
,

PACIFIC STEREO
? ^PSIALRS Ijl STYLE ARCADE, MANUKA. PHONE 950695

[?]
pervs
In order to escape detection a man-had

dropped his excrement onto a police
officer's face, the Canberra Court of

Petty Sessions was told today. Appearing
before Mr Pissen, Stupid Moron (S.M.),
was Alfred Boldarse, a fitter and turner

of Braddon. Sergeant McEye, qivinq

evidence for the Crown, said that he

had been on normal patrol lying

submerged just below the surface of

,
the water in a Garema place toilet

bowl when the person now known to

him as Boldarse had entered the cubicle,

locked the door, and proceeded to

remove his pants. The Sergeant said

that he was about to burst forward and
arrest Boldarse for indecent exposure

when Boldarse had sat on the toilet

seat, thus sealing the Sergeant's only
means of escape, and had quickly gone
about his dirty business. In his defence,
Alfred said only: 'I was in a hurry. I

didn't know a policeman was behind

me.' Mr Pissen fined Boldarse R20 for

exceeding the speed limit in the Garema

Place toilets, and said that next time he
committed this offence he would consid
er suspending his licentiousness.

An interior decorator and part-time

male model was last night detained for

questioning by A.C.T. Police after being
found bying naked across the front seat

of a parked car in Civic Central Car

Park. Police became suspicious when

they found numerous instruments in the

vehicle commonly used for breaking
and entering. A police spokesman re

vealed that the tools included a coca

cola bottle, two bananas, a bushel bag
of carrots and a small bald man. Both

men will appear in court today charged
with hindering police in the execution

of their duties. 'People like these take

all the thrill out of perving in car win

dows' commented one Sgt. McEye, of

the Police Entry Squad.

smashed
Police last night released the details of

another head-on-smash at the corner of

University Avenue and Ellery Circuit.

The heads involved were U. Groover

and A. Freak. They were smashed on

Indonesian hash.

missing
Early today there was lost, in the Garran

area, a five-toed midget sloth with Park

inson's disease answering to the name of

§hortie, who cannot exist away from

insects for more than 49 hours. Can

berra citizens with 8 legs and wings are

advised to approach him with care.

* JL

birds
An undercover agent from the Police

Special Branch had been sent to invest

igate reports that marauding magpies
were swooping on young girls and pulling
out their pubic hairs. Inspector Fiddle,
of the A.C.T. Criminal Penetration Squad,
said that this was a last ditch effort; he
added that nearly every member of
the Police Force had been to inspect
the damage, but had returned unsuccess

ful. It is believed that the Magpies *

are attracted by the glinting of the girls'

pubes in the sun as they walk naked

across the park to Domestic Science

classes. Inspector Fiddle, the under

cover agent, adjusting his beak and

flapping his wings said: 'This situation

must be halted — there is no telling
where they will go next — we must

ensure the safety in this city of nipples,

navels and underarm hair as much as

pubes.
i ii 1
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special !!

POLICEMAN OF THE MONTH

Constable Curly Shortarse (pictured
below) has won this month's Lead
Baton for Policeman of the month.

Curly, nominated for the honour be
cause of the extraordinary number of
drunks and perverts he has been able to
ram/Min r- ?

I
?

/ ? L ?
1.

-?

.iciiiuvc iiumi ^aiiuewa b streets, Tinauy

won the award for being the only ACT

Policeman able to string together a coher
ent sentence of more than 1 0 words.

Curly's winning sentence was: 'I was

never really offended by the term

'pigs.'
'

buns in the

oven

PRIZE RECIPES OF THE WEEK

Crappy Crumbles ^«-

A rich, chocolate-coloured biscuit wins

first-prize this week for Mr Ian Handle

cock of Bruce Hall, ANU.

Preparation:

1 Take 3 fresh turds

2 Dry slowly in a moderate oven until
*

turds are dry to the touch.

3 Grease biscuit tray with an animal's

fat.

4 Remove turds from oven and allow

to cool.

5 Take one turd and crumble between

fingers into a bowl. Repeat proced
ure for the remaining turds.

6 Combine turds with tablsp. milk and

tsp. cinnamon.

7 Knead mixture until turds regain

smooth consistency.

8 Pour mixture into biscuit tray.

9 Bake in a slow oven for 30-35 mins.

Serve hot; makes 20 biscuits.

* * * * * *

Molotov Cocktail

One of the more booming culinary
successes to come from Northern Ireland

in recent years is the Molotov cocktail.

Guaranteed to make your dinner party

go off with a bang, this simple concoct

ion needs no shaking and is made accord

ing to the recipe below.

1
.

Take one can of petrol.

2 Pour into an empty bottle.

3 Seal bottle-neck'with rag

4 Light rag when ready to serve.

Just throw a few of these around, and

watch your guests go off their. heads.
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fKCDS FATUOUS F nonets

f nek in'
ASIAN COUPLE would

like to exchange sexual
cassette. Hear aU the

sounds of action, many

titles, discipline etc.

Weakly Box 21 5.

* * -. *

BUTCH GAY GUY. Seeks
fun with other 20-30.

Anything goes, my flat,

have polaroid. Weakly
Box 202.

* * * *

BRUNETTE WIDOW seeks

to increase late husband's

erotica collection. Have

own darkroom facilities,

am capable of operation
. (learnt well from late

husband) ! Renumeration

discussed. Weakly Box

608.

* * * *

,GENT GENEROUS wishes

to meet attractive girl,,

mistress, slave relation

ship, own bondage gear,
able cook, massage, must

be mutual pleasure, mis

tress flat. No. pros.

* * * *

MALE, 30, bi-amateur

transvestite, well endowed,
like contact mature females,

bi or lesbians, couples

any age, colour, length,
width.

* *
?

*
?

*
?

YARRALUMLA MALE:

jnr. executive* immigrant
in search of male mate.

Size not object in this

quest. Am 40 years,
mate should be 25-40,

capable of mixing
— hence

no nelly effeminates. No.

photos please.

* * * *

TEN guys require erotic

chick for swinging night.
No pros?! Weakly
Box 331.

* * * *

SEXY-BI-KITTEN in

vites hot letters from

other BIS, lesbians or well

hung males. Have many

good times available if

meeting later suited.

Weakly Box 533

* * * *

MALE 40 Am slim,

clean, hairy back, have

flat, cruiser, and car.

Daytime meetings only,
Bisex or any sex, group
etc. Give and take. Negro
experience.

* * * *

WILL father babies for

childless couple. Results

guaranteed. Well built,

humoured, and endowed.

Weakly Box 629.

* * * *

I

FORNICATION is ugly
and revolting, hairy and

slimy. Ask your local

priest, who doesn't do it.

Fornication without

planned contraception also

leads to the misery of

unwanted children. Ask

your local priest, who

will give you some rather

difficult advice against it.

* * * *

AMATEUR transvestite.

Surfies body, will model,
strip and submit to exper

ienced, gentle but domin

ant photographer.

* * * *

FOTOS: Snappy young
male would like to meet

fast-exposing girl with a

big box camera, who can

be loaded and wound-up
instamatically, with a

view to shooting in flashes.

Possess large focal length,
am extendable. Discretion
assured — will not leave

prints anywhere.

* * * *

FOTOS: Surfies, Life

savers, bodybuilders,

athletes, and big kickers
under 25 wanted for dis

creet nude photography.
Intelligent publication.

* * * *

GENT would like to view

films or live M/M M/F
or lesbians. Keen on

meeting lady with no

public hair. Discretion

assured.

freak nuts
FREAKOUTS: Women's

Lib. meets every second

Sunday at 12. Bremer St.,

Griffith. Come along for

some tactical discussions.

Bring a basket.

* * * *

Nuns wanted for pious

pervs. Blow your religious
cool (or tool). Apply
room A213, John XXIII

College ANU

* * * *

Have a wild freakout of a

time observing and assault

ing all types of homos,
students and other pervs.

Regular tours to Telopea
Park and Garema Place.

Apply ACT Police.

* * * *

FREAKOUTS: Bawdy
choir members invite the

Canberra public to a wine

and biscuits morning.
Hear tales of virgins,

bastards and sadists. Per

sonal anguish an optional
extra. Write to your local

clergyman. No Jesus
freaks please.

* * *
'

*

Your tongue is your freak

iest possession. Tongues
available for stimulation
at your nearest butcher,
Ox and human. Meat

included at little cost.
HBRWHHHIIIimnaH

FREAKOUTS: Large
supply of all drugs

— hash

L.S.D., opium etc.
—

must be cleared soon. But

hurry, they're going fast.

Ring ACT Drug Squad,
London Circuit.

* * * *

MALE well hung seeks

woman anyage to abuse

my body with paint, eggs,
flour. Sex at kinkiest.

* * * *

funks
FANKS for buying this

Rag, put out amidst much

sweat, tears and panic by
Ian Green, Editor respon

sible for the material here

in, and Miranda Roe,
responsible for Ian Green's

sanity, and other co-opted,
co-erced and co-lossal

helpers. Jock Rankin
solicited the advertising,
but that's not all. Fanks
also to Toni Hewitt, Phil

Shepherd, Jackie Miles,
Richard Bomford, the

Bush-Week Committee.

* * * *

FANKS to LARKE

HOSKINS MOTORS for

donating a registered
Holden for the person
who sells the most Bush

Week Rags.

fteeeinps
Feeling a bit woolly??
Sheepish male, about 30,
would like pen-friend,
a bit of a ram, with view

to shear ecstasy. Weakly,
Box 1 1

, ANU Union.

FLEECINGS: For sale.

Pair Goodman Axion 301

speakers in 2Y2 cubic feet

cabinets. Call room W1 4

Bruce Hall ANU $250 or

better offer. (This ad. is

genuine
—

we would not

do it if it wasn't).

* * * *

Learn Hungarian invective

in one easy lesson: Ring
the ANU Union, ask for

Gene, and then start asking

questions about the Union

Budget.

* * * *

FLEECINGS: Liberal

Government collects

2 7V2% luxury tax from

the money you pay for
condoms. At the same

time they have banned
the advertising of contra

ceptives or of Family
Planning Clinics.

* * * *

fatsies
FALSIES: Trot along to

your local Post Office
and get some National
Service registration forms —

fill them in with the name

of any friendly innocent

citizen, being careful
to avoid

filling in forms

for draft -resisters, and

bring them to the DRU
in the ANUSRC office
in the Union. And if

you personally are thinking
of dodging the draft or

registering as a Conscient
ious Objector, Phone

492444 and ask to speak to

Claude Baxter, or a DRU

member, for some friendly

counselling.

* * * *

JACK STONE
t UNDER QANTAS HOUSE, LONDON CIRCUIT

j
?

^ /|» Phone 49.7072.

jack stone ~

/f|H

^7 W OPEN FROM 4.30 PM EVERY DAY, AND ALSO FOR LUNCH,
\

'

^
\ I MON. - FRI., FROM 11.30 AM

- IP I (SUNDAY TO WEDNESDAY, STUDENTS ADMITTED FOR 1/2 PRICE).

JACK STONE GIVES A PUSH, AND CANBERRA SWINGS!

\ i'lSpr TIRED OF THE SAME OLD SCENE?

I

^

Jj|
-

SICK OF THE TEN O'CLOCK SWILL?

r \ -ii ^ M
\ it ^

0
j

Also available Mon-Tue-Wed for private parties, buck's nights, etc.

V t j! .
'

$ f §§?;
dpi;

* ?

'

\ r - ?' S'iH -V ^ I TRY JACK STONE, FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN AFTER

\k-- S # HOURS ACTIVITY. AS A MEETING-PLACE, JACK STONE GETS

J£ IT ALL TOGETHER: NON-STOP HI-FI MUSIC (MOSTLY SOLID

ROCK) 7 NIGHTS A WEEK, WINES, BEER & SPIRITS YOU CAN
'

jjBF DRINK TILL MIDNIGHT MON. — SAT. (AND TILL 10 ON SUNDAYS),
. TrttA X) GOOD FOOD AT LOW PRICES (T-BONE STEAKS: $1.25), AND

CANBERRA'S ONLY FREE CLASSIFIED ADS!

Ask about the Roman Night —

coming soon!.

See you at Jacks's!
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KITCHEN
Indian gear arid incense

Belts, bags and blazers

Ponchos, puzzle rings, posters and plaids

Patchouli! oil

Hotpants and Hookas

Sandals, singlets and sandalwood soap

Jeans, jackets and jewellery

Tank tops, tapestry and tartans

Clogs, caftans and candles

Shirts, skirts, scarves and slacks

RACHEL'S KITCHEN

Lower Bailey Arcade,

Canberra City

For Gear That Nobody Else Has

.

Got a sore thumb, Handyman?

For professional results in all joinery see:

J. LARKO JOINERY PTY. LTD.

29 Uriarra Road, Queanbeyan or

phone 47027 after Bush Week.

f
Iron Men Arm

Themselves for Winter

THE SHEARING SHED /ONDOWN \
? ? Giles St., Kingston W y

where Uni. students buying sheepskin /'SHEARING \

vests during Bushweek get a discount of ^ ^|_j ^ ^
\

Also available are boots, mittens and

slippers in washable sheepskin for hard

wearing warmth. rV j^gggpl

' JL Ab
/n '»\ ivu

HAPPY BUSH WEEK!

When it comes to Housing,

IAN McKILLOP & PARTNERS

Licensed Real Estate Agent
54 Northbourne Ave. Canberra City Tel. 486902, 488569

WE'VE BEEN HOUSING PEOPLE SINCE 1956

Compliments
of

STEVENS SHOE STORE

Green Square, Kingston

Ifouge ofStJm
Pty. Ltd.

The Lawns, Manuka, A.C.T., 2603

§
Telephone: 9 0937

Great reduction in our Winter Sale

New Summer stock now arriving.

ACACIA FLORIST

Flowers for every

occasion

Member of Interflora

Cusack's Arcade

Kingston

Phone 95-0721

Mrs Vi. Pickup

For all your

BRICKS see

TREVOR BROGAN

CANBERRA BRICK AND FREIGHT CO.

Barrier St., Fyshwick.

CROSBY SENSITIZING

Specialists in Plan Printing, Microfilming,

Photocopying, Suppliers of Reproductive
& Associated equipment.

8 Ipswich St., Fyshwick. Phone 950345

When in- the Blue Mountains visit

NEWS SHELL SERVICE CENTRE,

Bathurst Road, Valley Heights.

See us for all SHELL products, wheel alignments, lubrication, tune up, and all

major repairs.

UPSTAIRS . ?Ky'/ 'f* .

CHOOSE YOUR CURTAIN FABRIC /
FROM OUR EXCITING RANGE. /
CARPETS, FURNITURE, LAMPS, / .. /
ALL AT REASONABLE PRICES.

^
/

DOWNSTAIRS

SEE OUR FABULOUS RANGE OF

SCANDINAVIAN GLASSWARE,
COOKWARE AND GIFTS FOR ALL

jffT

%

je J&ibi&tviss

(Incorporating Lakeside Catering Pty. Ltd.
,

Bowman Street, Macquarie, ACT.

Jamison Centre

Fully Licensed

0

Parties, Conferences, Trade Displays.

All Student functions.

Sundays:

FAMILY BUFFET LUNCH

Adults $1.75, Children 75c.
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BANK SNATCH
SYDNEY, Thurs: Metropol
itan Police, traffic

police,
mobile police, and women

police were called out today
to capture a man who stole

the Consolidated Bank Build
ine.

The theft was first discovered

by Fred Dullard, a nightwatch
man in the employ of Sta

Dul Soaps, the present owners

of the building. Mr. Dullard

reported that he had woken

up at 1.25 am, as was his hab

it,and was about to comm

ence his round of the time

clocks when he noticed that

the moon appeared to be

extra bright.

'When I got to the first clo

ck and found it wasn't there

I realised that something was

wrong,' said Mr Dullard. Mr

Dullard immediately inform

ed the police and an immed

iate search was initiated.

A police spokesman admit

ted that the authorities were

not so much worried by the

magnitude of the crime as

by the fact that the Annual
Policeman's Fancy Dress Ball

and Charade was to Be held

in the building this Saturday.

The police are confident that

the work was that of one Jo

seph Dinnick, better known

as Captain Daylight. Dinnick

who was released from Long
Bay Gaol last Saturday, had

just finished a term of 99
.

years for a daring hold up of .

the Consolidated Colonial

Bank in 1873.

His last attempt was foiled

when he was interrupted by
a squad of troopers who had

come to collect their pay.
He almost had the strong
room open.

It is believed that Dinnick

stole the whole building to

prevent a similar interruption
this time.

Dinnick, who can neither read

nor write has never heard of

Sta-Dul soap or any other

kind of soap. Police believe

this is why he stole the build

ing, not realising that it was

no longer a bank.

Mr. Dinnick attributes his

'longevity to sin and gin
inter

spersed with hard labour'.Si'fTK

TODAY'S TEXT
Dear Sir, ?-

In ref. of yours of the 5th inst. v

[?]

CANBERRA20th JULY (0.0.P.S)

Assertions circulating freely in govermental circles that there may be some

change in the head of the Australian Government in the near future, were

substantiated today when the News and Information Bureau released up

to date snapshots of Mr. McMoan, a spokesman for the American Embassy

told a Press conference in the Balcony Room at the Canberra Rex.

'There was every indication that

the photographs were being dis

tributed to tourists by door-men

at Parliament House,' Mr. Rice

snapped and crackled over his

glass of bubbly. Efforts to obtain

prints by reporters were severely

hampered by a strong contingent
of Police picnicing on the lawns

opposite the House. To add to

the confusion, the debris rought
by their organised games attract

ed a large
number of fringe dwel

lers.

However, the head back doorman,
Mr. I. Onstop, told the Piss Weak

ly that supplies were exhausted.

He kindly consented to make

available his own collection. All

photographs but one were too

fuzzy for reproduction.

The prints were examined in de

tail before this story went to

press by prominent Canberra med

ical practitioner, Dr. J. Ekyll. The

feasibility of a transplant is not

out of the question, he said. The

operation itself is not difficult;

after all most members of the gov
ernment have been involved in

graft at some stage', he said.

The Leader of the Opposition,
Mr. Whipthem, said later today
that the 'whole thing' was an

election stunt and that it was

delicately and insidiously engin
eered to avoid reflection on the

head of Government.

inside
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